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List of Acronyms 
α  Shape factor of Weibull distribution indicating how spread out the 

probability of failure is over the years, obtained from heuristic failure data. 
AD Anderson Darling 
β Scale factor of Weibull distribution indicating over which years of the 

analysis period the bulk of the failure distribution lies, obtained from 
heuristic failure data. 

d financial annual discount rate (%/year) 
DOE U.S. Department of Energy 
g annual degradation rate (%/year) in system energy delivery 
i financial annual inflation rate (%/year) 
k an index referring to the number of the term in a polynomial expansion 
kW kilowatt, direct current (DC) unless specified alternating current (AC) 
kWh kilowatt hour 
LBNL Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
LCOE levelized cost of energy 
MW megawatt 
N number of a certain type of component (for example N = 10 inverters, N = 

500 combiner boxes, or N = 50,000 PV modules) 
n/N Fraction of total number of a specific type of component covered by 

reserve account in order to achieve desired probability that reserve account 
will be sufficient in a given year. 

NREL National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
O&M operation and maintenance 
P Probability that a component will not fail in any given year, specific to 

that year only, according to the statistical distribution of component 
failure. 

PV photovoltaic 
PVROM PV Reliability Operations and Maintenance database 
Q probability that a component will fail in a year, Q=1-P 
Rdesired desired probability (or percentage) that the reserve account will be 

sufficient to pay for required replacements in that year 
SETO Solar Energy Technologies Office 
SNL Sandia National Laboratories 
T duration of the analysis period 
WACC weighted-average cost of capital 
Y year of the analysis period (Year 1, Year 2, and so on) 
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Executive Summary 
This report presents a method for calculating costs associated with the operation and 
maintenance (O&M) of photovoltaic (PV) systems. The report compiles details regarding the 
cost and frequency of multiple O&M services to estimate annual O&M costs ($/year) for each 
year of an analysis period, the net present value ($) of life cycle costs accumulated over the 
analysis period, and the reserve account amount ($) that might be required to fund unexpected 
repairs. The reserve account includes parts inventory and is important for providing a source of 
funds to make repairs quickly and avoid lost production. This  method allows a detailed selection 
of services to perform based on system size, market served (e.g., residential, commercial, or 
utility), type and configuration of system components (e.g., micro-, string, or central inverter), 
and site and environmental conditions (e.g., pollen, bird populations) which is an improvement 
over simple per unit valuations of O&M costs ($/kW/year). This model also distinguishes costs 
that vary from year to year and increase at different rates over time as modeled by heuristic 
failure distributions (e.g., Weibull or Lognormal distribution) based on actuarial data for many of 
the services. This cost model was created with input from the PV O&M Working Group of 
researchers and industry, sponsored by U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Solar Energy 
Technologies Office (SETO) 2016-2018. The PV O&M Cost model was developed initially as a 
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and subsequently published as an on-line application by Sunspec 
Alliance at apsuite.sunspec.org (Contact the NREL authors for the spreadsheet version). AP 
Suite stands for Asset Performance Suite and includes both the PV O&M Cost Model and Open 
System Performance and Reliability Clearinghouse (oSPARC), which logs system performance. 
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1 Introduction 
This report describes both mathematical derivation and the resulting software for a model to 
estimate operation and maintenance (O&M) costs related to photovoltaic (PV) systems. The cost 
model estimates annual cost by adding up many services assigned or calculated for each year. 
The PV O&M cost model assumptions and modeled cost drivers represent dependencies on 
system size and type, site and environmental conditions, and age. Also, a detailed cost model 
allows investigation of how costs change over a very long performance period. 

O&M services in the cost model correlate to the PV O&M services described in Appendix B and 
Appendix C of Best Practices for Operations and Maintenance of Photovoltaic and Energy 
Storage Systems; 3rd Edition (see https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy19osti/73822.pdf), prepared by a 
group of industry professionals convened by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
(NREL), Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), SunSpec Alliance, and Roger Hill, and sponsored 
by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Solar Energy Technologies Office (SETO). This 
SETO effort also includes the collection of actuarial data (failure and repair data) by the SNL PV 
Reliability Operations and Maintenance (PVROM) database (Klise et al. 2018) to inform how 
often corrective services are performed.  

This report describes the form of the model, but values assigned to the cost of each measure 
(labor rates and material costs) or values for economic parameters such as inflation rates should 
be provided by the user. The default labor and materials costs appearing in the model reflect the 
best judgment of the working group members that contributed information but should be 
considered placeholder values that the user should inspect and adjust. The model’s form and 
parameters concentrates on three estimates related to the cost of delivering a PV O&M program: 
annual O&M costs (annual cash flow associated with O&M), net present value of life cycle 
costs, and reserve account for timely repair of unplanned failures.  

1. Annual O&M Costs: Costs for administrative or preventive maintenance are scheduled 
on regular intervals. These costs are escalated according to an inflation rate to the year in which 
they occur. Costs for corrective maintenance are the replacement cost of the component 
multiplied by the probability that a failure will occur in that year. The resulting schedule of 
annual costs is in nominal dollars of the year that they occur, not real dollars referenced to the 
current year. The probability that a component will fail in any given year is calculated by a 
Weibull, log-normal, or other distribution, informed, ideally, by actuarial data. Warranties affect 
whether a failure will result in hardware costs, labor costs, or both, if the year is within the 
warranty period. This provides an annual cost ($/year) for each year of an analysis period. 
2. Net Present Value of Life Cycle Costs: The future years’ cash flows calculated are then 
discounted to their present value according to a discount rate. The discount rate is the owner’s 
time value of money. For federal agencies, this discount rate is published annually by the 
Applied Economics Office (Rushing et al. 2017) and is based on Treasury bill rates for an 
equivalent term (e.g., 20 years). Net present value is useful for evaluating an overall financial 
prospectus and for calculating the impact of O&M on levelized cost of energy (LCOE). Each PV 
project might entail a weighted-average cost of capital (WACC) that blends the cost of debt and 
return on equity to calculate a net present value. The discount rate may be the WACC or might 
be a more general benchmark that the WACC is compared to, such as the corporate bond rate for 
a similar term.  

https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy19osti/73822.pdf
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3. Reserve Account: The Weibull distribution of how failures are distributed over time 
leads to a good estimate of life cycle cost, but the method spreads the costs over the years and 
shows a rather uniform average cost per year—when, in fact, an expensive repair can occur all at 
once rather than distributed over multiple years Several years of low O&M cost can be followed 
by a year of high cost. Financiers and operators want to know “maximum exposure”—in other 
words, what dollar amount of a reserve account or line of credit should an operator keep to cover 
higher-than-average annual costs?   Reserve account is calculated for each year of the analysis 
period. 
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2 Background 
Costs to operate and maintain PV systems have been reported in terms of average annual cost on 
a per-unit basis, in units PV array capacity (direct current) of $/kW/year (Castillo-Ramírez et al. 
2017; Brehaut 2016; EPRI and Sandia 2015; Barbose et al. 2017; GTM Research 2017; IRENA 
2018; NREL 2018b; NREL 2018a; NREL; NREL/Sandia/SunSpec Alliance SuNLaMP, and PV 
O&M Working Group 2016; Shimura et al. 2016). O&M costs, on average, have been lowering 
over the years. For example, the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) reports O&M 
costs for utility-scale systems are down from an average of $30/kW/year in 2011 to an average of 
$15/kW/year in 2015, rebounding slightly to an average of $18/kW/year in 2017 (Bollinger 
2017).  In a more recent survey by LBNL (Wiser 2020) respondents divulged project-life 
assumptions increasing from an average of 21.5 years in 2007 to 32.5 years in 2019 and 
levelized, total lifetime operating expenses (O&M, security, insurance, asset management) 
declining from an average of $35/kW/yr in 2007 to an average of $17/kW/yr in 2019 (Wiser 
2020).   

But a wide range is present in these reported costs within each year. For example, across 13 
sources, the range in average total operating expense in 2019 is broad, from $13 to $25/kW/yr 
(Wiser 2020); in a previous report the O&M costs for 2015 ranged from a minimum of 
$12/kW/year to a maximum of $30/kW/year (Bollinger 2017). Much of the variation in these 
per-kW costs is caused by differences in system scale (kW or MW); system configuration (roof 
or ground, tracking or fixed, central or string inverters); climate (temperature, snow); and site 
(urban or remote, dusty or unpolluted), making such averages unsuitable for estimating cost for 
any individual system. Further, costs to maintain a system change as the system ages (due to 
inflation, increasing failure rates, and expiring warranties), which is not informed by these 
averages. 

Most PV plants have only been operational for a short amount of time—some 90% of PV plants 
globally have become commercially operable in the past 7 years, a relatively short period 
compared to their 20+ year expected lifetime. The inadequacy of these heuristic data to estimate 
cost for a particular project highlights the importance of a bottom-up model for estimating future 
O&M costs of PV systems. Also, many of these references exclude administrative costs, such as 
property taxes, insurance, land royalties, and other administrative costs.  
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3 Failure Probability Density Function for Each 
Component 
Many administrative costs, such as insurance payments, occur each year. Preventive maintenance 
costs are incurred according to a specified fixed interval that stipulates a service will be 
performed every 5 years, for example. But each of the corrective maintenance services depends 
on a failure pattern. The probability that a component will fail in the year under consideration 
(Q) is calculated according to a probability density function, where year is the only variable. The 
form of the failure probability density function for a component depends on the failure pattern of 
a component best represented by the distribution and mathematical constraints on evaluation of 
the distribution. One type of failure is not considered to affect another type of failure; each line 
item in the cost model is independent of the other line items.  So in the current method, 
covariance is not addressed and is recommended as the topic of future investigation The method 
and software can accommodate any of five descriptions of the failure pattern: fixed-interval 
distribution, log-normal distribution, Weibull distribution, exponential distribution, and a 
combination of fixed interval and Weibull distributions, to model a “bathtub” distribution shape. 
A brief description and example failures for each distribution are provided below. 

• Fixed Interval: A measure is preformed, and the resulting cost occurs according to a 
defined interval, such as every month, every year, or once every 5 years. For example, an 
O&M cost estimate for a 5-MW ground-mounted system includes an annual insurance 
premium of $9,200 and a cost of $4,500 every 5 years for infrared inspection.  

• Exponential: A component that fails following an exponential probability density 
function has a failure rate independent of previous or past years, and the curve has an 
exponential shape as the accumulated probability of failure approaches 1.0. This 
exponential shape typically occurs in what is called the useful life period after the early 
wear-out period. Examples include broken cover glass or inverter failures due to 
electronic components.  

• Log-Normal: Failure occurs primarily because components wear out. A mathematical 
constraint is that the standard deviation of the lifetime must be less than half the mean 
lifetime. Examples include ultraviolet degradation of plastic parts and corrosion of metal 
parts.  

• Weibull: Failure occurs primarily because one of two or more subcomponents wears out. 
Or failure is caused primarily by wear-out, but the standard deviation of the lifetime is so 
large as to preclude the use of the log-normal distribution. For example, an inverter may 
fail because of moisture that accumulates as a result of failed seals or overheating. 

• Bathtub-Shaped Distribution: Manufacturing-related failures may be represented by a 
single probability in the first year and the remaining probability of wear-out failure in 
subsequent years with a Weibull or normal distribution. For example, PV modules not 
manufactured to specifications may fail in the first year, and, if not, later failures may 
occur because of wear-out. 

The choice of which distribution function to use is described in Section 3.1. Default values in the 
PV O&M cost model use the two-parameter Weibull distribution, due to the Weibull’s flexibility 
in matching a wide range of data. The equation for the Weibull probability density function is 
presented in Equation 1 (Green and Bourne 1972): 
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Equation 1 

𝑄𝑄 =
𝛼𝛼
𝛽𝛽𝛼𝛼

𝑦𝑦(𝛼𝛼−1)𝑒𝑒�
−𝑦𝑦
𝛽𝛽 �

𝛼𝛼

 

Where α = the “shape factor” of the distribution, indicating how spread out the probability of 
failure is over the years, and β = the “scale factor” of the distribution, indicating over which 
years of the analysis period the bulk of the failure distribution lies. Q is the probability that a 
component will fail in the year under consideration. The parameters α and β are obtained from 
heuristic failure data. In this PV O&M Cost Model, these are provided by the PVROM database 
of failure and reliability data maintained by SNL. Measures for failure of PV modules, DC 
combiner, several inverter components, and transformers are informed by the PVROM data, 
while others are default values based on the authors’ judgments with input and review by the 
aforementioned PV O&M Working Group (Table 1). Best practice would be for a company to 
use its own collected actuarial data for a user’s specific system and conditions, and to share these 
data to advance the art and science of estimating PV O&M costs. 

3.1 Heuristic Data to Inform Failure Probability Distributions 
The actuarial data used to inform the probability distributions for many of the components 
(default values) were contributed by industry and compiled and summarized by SNL under this 
SETO-funded effort. SNL processed data from 244 systems, built 2013-2017, totaling over 600 
MW of capacity (from the PVROM data). The PVROM data include 25 models of PV modules 
and 29 models of inverters, covering multiple equipment types and different geographic 
locations (Klise et al. 2018). Weibull failure distributions are listed in the Klise et al. (2018) 
report for PV modules, DC combiner, several inverter components, AC switchgear, transformer, 
grid interconnection, recloser, data-acquisition system, and programmable logic controller. 
Examples of select measures are also provided in Table 1. Based on the owner-provided data, 
inverter component failure modes with the greatest number of incidents observed over a 2.5-year 
period include: fan fault/failure, transistor failure, coolant flow/sensor faults, low voltage ride 
through, cycling faults, over voltage (DC side), common mode fault (DC side), and grid faults. 
These data represent fault codes that were first seen by the inverter, and the fault codes can be 
issues with the inverter, or near the combiner, strings, or modules, due to voltage or current 
issues that the inverter can detect when, for example, a string is disconnected. Preventive 
maintenance for inverters is also a key area of focus. 

The methodology of identifying the right probability distribution function that fits the data is 
based on statistically validating failure probability distributions with time series data on 
component failures, based on goodness-of-fit tests (such as the chi-square test or Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test) to check the validity of the assumed underlying failure distribution (Mood et al. 
1974) and confidence intervals on variables, such as the mean lifetime of a component. This is 
known as the Reliability Performance Model and is described in Klise (2017) and previously in 
the user’s manual for the System Advisor Model, found at: https://sam.nrel.gov/pvrpm. Often, 
processing the data to enable these calculations is a significant effort. Once the data has been 
processed and associated Time to Failure (TTF) and Time to Repair (TTR) values are calculated, 
goodness-of-fit data are applied to different distributions to determine which best represents the 
data. Typically, Weibull, log-normal, and exponential distributions are tried with the data. The 

https://sam.nrel.gov/pvrpm
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most important statistics from the fitting process include the Anderson Darling (AD)-value (see 
https://prod-ng.sandia.gov/techlib-noauth/access-control.cgi/2018/181743.pdf) and P-value to 
determine statistical significance of the different distribution fits (an example is shown Figure 1). 
The determining factor is primarily a distribution that results in a low AD-value and high P-
value, as shown graphically in Figure 1. Typically, for data used in this analysis, the Weibull is 
the best fit—due to its flexibility. For example, a Weibull with a shape factor (beta) of 1 is the 
same as an exponential distribution having a constant failure rate. 

 
Figure 1. Example calculation of failure distribution parameters from raw event data (failure and 

repair data) for Inverter Fan Failure (all are 95% confidence level, Klise et.al.2017) 

Table 1 shows a failure distribution function Weibull shape, α, and scale, β, factors for selected 
service measures from Klise et al. (2017). Depending on the number of records available, failure 
statistics can also be derived using a survival analysis approach.  

https://prod-ng.sandia.gov/techlib-noauth/access-control.cgi/2018/181743.pdf
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Table 1. Example of the Weibull Shape, α, and Scale, β, Factors for Selected Service Measures 

Service Item Weibull Shape Factor, α Weibull Scale Factor, β Time Unit 

PV Module 0.28 5E12 Day 

Combiner Box 0.51 1.2E6 Day 

Inverter Fan 0.760. 3.64 Year 

Inverter IGBT 1.35 1.61 Year 

AC Disconnect 0.35 11,000 Day 

Transformer 0.88 7100 Day 

Data Acquisition 12.3 30338 Hour 

Source: Klise et al. 2017 
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4 Annual Cash Flow 
The PV O&M Working Group developed a list of O&M services (NREL 2018) that became the 
basis of the measures in the cost model. Each measure is described with a name; which 
categories of service it falls into; the type of labor needed to perform the service; equipment and 
materials costs; and the frequency that the preventative measure’s service is performed or the 
constants of the probability distribution that determine the probability of that corrective measure 
occurring in a year. 

A pilot implementation of the method was prepared by SunSpec Alliance and NREL as a 
spreadsheet, reviewed by Working Group members, and is available as supplementary material 
to this paper. (Please see the PDF; click on the paper clip icon to open the attachments and 
download the supplemental Excel spreadsheet.) The online deployment of the PV O&M cost 
model version 1 is available at https://apsuite.sunspec.org. In the software implementation, the 
user may edit each service or add new services. The user can manually delete services that are 
not applicable or can use program logic and a higher level of inputs describing a system to 
determine which services are applicable to a system. Each service has the following parameters:  

• Description is text describing the service;  
• Service type is the type of O&M activity: cleaning, emergency response, inspection, 

management, preventive maintenance, testing, and repair/corrective maintenance;  
• Component type refers to AC wiring, asset management, cleaning/vegetation removal, 

DC wiring, documents, electrical, inverter, mechanical, meter, monitoring, PV array, PV 
module, roof, tracker, or transformer; 

• User-defined category allows the user to sort services according to categories defined by 
the user; 

• Applicability is logic (“if” statements) that determines whether the service is included in 
a cost model or not. For example, services related to a tracking mechanism would not be 
applicable to a fixed-tilt system. Inputs that may trigger the applicability of a measure 
include: 

o Mounting Location: Rooftop or ground mount 
o Tracking: Fixed tilt, one-axis tracking, or two-axis tracking 
o Rooftop Rack Type: Ballasted, attached, or both ballasted and attached 
o PV Sector: All, residential, commercial, or utility. For example, periodic 

inspections are not applicable to the residential sector, and services related to 
regulatory compliance are applicable only to the utility sector. 

o Environmental Conditions: Snow, humidity, heat, pollen, high wind, hail, and salt 
air (marine location); Diesel soot; industrial emissions; and bird populations are 
inputs that may affect applicability of measures depending on the logic 
programmed for each measure. For example, pollen or bird populations would 
make additional cleaning applicable with the logic programmed as default with 
those measures.  

o Inverter Types: String inverter, central inverter, micro-inverter, or DC optimizers. 
Replacement of the entire inverter applies to string and micro-inverters, whereas 

https://apsuite.sunspec.org/
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for central inverters, components are replaced instead (data acquisition, control, 
drivers, transistor matrix, inductive components, and capacitors). 

o Covered by Warranty: Materials; covered by warranty: Labor; warranty or service 
package type: If a service occurs within a warranty period, or is covered within a 
service package, the cost of the hardware, the labor, or both is reduced by the 
warranty coverage. Notice, then, that this cost model does not cover the total cost 
of O&M, just the cost to the system owner after warranty coverage has reduced 
the total cost. This logic is implemented with “if” statements that compare a given 
year to the year that a warranty expires. 

o Applicable Unit: The unit multiplied by per-unit costs to estimate the cost of a 
service. For example, the applicable unit for fuse replacement would be number 
of fuses, while the applicable unit for cleaning would be square meters of PV 
array surface. The applicable unit for grounds maintenance would be acres of 
ground area. 

o Labor Hours per Unit: Number of hours of labor required to perform the service. 
o Service Provider: Administrator, cleaner, designer, inspector, inverter specialist, 

journeyman electrician, master electrician, mechanic, network/IT, pest control, 
PV module/array specialist, roofing, structural engineer, mower/trimmer, or 
utilities locator. Each service provider has an hourly rate in the cost model. The 
user may add or edit service providers and hourly rates. 

o Material/Other Cost per Unit: Costs of replacement parts and other materials such 
as water, detergent, or paint required to complete the service. 

o Comments and Reference: Any comment notes to, or by, the user plus, a reference 
for where information about the service came from.  

The model allows customization of all variables to suit system configuration, job time estimates, 
failure rates, and local costs.  

Administrative and preventive maintenance measures are on defined schedule intervals (for 
example, once per year), whereas corrective-maintenance measures are scheduled according to a 
failure distribution curve (default of Weibull distribution) for each measure.  

The flowchart of Figure 2 is used for the calculation of annual cash flow. Program logic 
compares the year under consideration with the warranty period to determine whether the 
warranty is in effect. Indicators of whether the warranty covers materials, labor, or both, are used 
to adjust the cost of services that occur in the warranty period. Initial cost of labor and materials 
is escalated to the year under consideration according to the specified inflation rate. The number 
of hours specified for a service is multiplied by the labor rate of the service provider to estimate 
labor cost. The estimated cost of a service is multiplied by the calculated probability of that 
service occurring in the year under consideration, and for the net present value the annual costs 
are discounted according to the discount rate, d, as illustrated in Figure 3. The logic is repeated 
for each service in the cost model and is repeated for each year in the analysis period to estimate 
annual cash flow from year to year. These annual costs are useful for budgeting for PV O&M 
services, and when discounted to their present value can inform life cycle cost decisions, which 
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is the topic of Section 4. Also, annual cost calculated in this way does not estimate the maximum 
exposure to unplanned cost, which is the topic of the reserve account discussion of Section 6.  

 
Figure 2. Flowchart for calculation of annual cost ($/year) for each service and year of analysis 

period 
Source: Deot et. al. 2017 
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Figure 3. Illustration of how annual cash flows are calculated considering an example of 

replacement costing $10,000. a) $10,000 O&M cost would be escalated according to inflation; b) 
the replacement cost is multiplied by the failure probability to provide the cash flows modified by 
failure probability distribution; c) each year’s cash flow is modified by logic related to warranty 

and analysis periods; and d) each year of future cost is discounted to present value and summed 
for net present value. 

Source: Andy Walker, NREL 
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5 Net Present Value and Related Cost Indicators 
This calculation of annual cost based on failure distribution serves as a basis for estimating net 
present value of O&M expenditures. Net present value is useful in a life cycle cost analysis (for a 
feasibility study) or to estimate cost indicators and metrics, such as cents/kilowatt hours (kWh) 
delivered or levelized $/kW/year.  

Net Present Value O&M Costs (Project Life): 
The net present value of the O&M costs represents the annual costs each year inflated to the year 
that they occur according to an inflation rate, i, then discounted to their present value according 
to the discount rate, d, and summed over the years of the analysis period. Net present value 
O&M cost ($) is useful for informing life cycle cost decisions, such as choosing among 
alternatives. For example, an inverter might have a lower initial cost but a larger annual O&M 
cost than an alternative, and a life cycle cost analysis would be required to compare the two. 

Annualized Life Cycle Cost of O&M Costs ($/Year): 
The annualized life cycle cost of O&M costs ($/year) is calculated as the net present value 
divided by a present-worth factor calculated from the inflation and discount rate. So even though 
the cost varies considerably from year to year based on scheduled measures and failure 
distributions, this provides the annual value levelized over all the years of the analysis period. 
This requires some explanation because of the two estimates that put cost on an annual basis. 
The annual O&M cost ($/year) is the schedule of costs in each year of an analysis period, 
including variations from year-to-year caused by warranties and failure probabilities. These costs 
are discounted according to the discount rate and summed to calculate net present value. Now 
that net present value is divided by a present-worth factor (calculated from inflation rate, 
discount rate, and analysis period) to get annualized life cycle cost of O&M cost. Annualized life 
cycle cost of O&M cost is a smoothed-out, levelized version of annual O&M cost, and is 
presented in Equation 2. 

Equation 2 

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴 𝑂𝑂&𝑀𝑀 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =
 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶 𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒 𝑂𝑂&𝑀𝑀 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

[((1 + 𝐴𝐴)
(𝐴𝐴– 𝐴𝐴) )(1 − ( (1 + 𝐴𝐴)

(1 + 𝐴𝐴))𝑇𝑇)]
  

Where: 

• i = Inflation Rate per year 
• d = Discount Rate per year 
• T = duration of the analysis period (years) 

Annualized Unit O&M Costs ($/kW/Year): 
The annualized unit O&M costs ($/kW/year) represents the annualized O&M costs divided by 
the plant size (kW) and the rated DC nameplate capacity of the plant, as in Equation 3.  
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Equation 3 

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴 𝑈𝑈𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶 𝑂𝑂&𝑀𝑀 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =  
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴 𝑂𝑂&𝑀𝑀 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶 𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒(𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶)

 

Net Present Value (Project Life) per Watt: 
The net present value per watt of rated capacity (DC) is the net present value divided by the rated 
plant size (W DC), as in Equation 4.  

Equation 4 

Net Present Value (Project Life) per Watt =  
𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶 𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒 𝑂𝑂&𝑀𝑀 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶 𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒(𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶)
 

Levelized O&M Cost per kWh Delivered ($/kWh): 
The levelized O&M cost per kWh delivered ($/kWh) represents the net present value O&M costs 
divided by the net present value of the energy delivery, which is the energy delivery for each 
year reduced by a specified degradation rate (default value = 0.5% per year), then discounted to 
present value according to the discount rate and summed over all years of the analysis period, as 
in Equation 5.  

Equation 5 

Net Present Value (Project Life) per kWh 

=  
𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶 𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒 𝑂𝑂&𝑀𝑀 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

∑ �𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 (𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘ℎ
𝑦𝑦𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃) (1 − 𝑔𝑔)

(1 + 𝐴𝐴)𝑦𝑦
𝑦𝑦
�𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

𝑦𝑦=1
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6 Reserve Account 
Annual O&M cost is useful for budget planning, and net present value is useful to inform life 
cycle cost decisions; however, financiers and system operators also need to know the maximum 
exposure, which is the amount that should be secured in a line of credit or reserve fund to cover 
the worst-case scenario of O&M costs. The amount of money that might be needed in a given 
year is the value of the reserve account. Reserve account amounts are not added together year to 
year, because such a sum of maximum exposure amounts would be meaningless.  

The need to plan a reserve account is exemplified by a 924-kW carport system in San Diego that 
was down for 2 years because the funds to replace a failed inverter had to be obtained through a 
long budget request process. A reserve account, which could be in the form of a line of credit, 
would have been available to replace the inverter immediately and avoid the 2 years of lost 
production.  

Calculation of the reserve account is derived using Newton’s Binomial Theorem and expands a 
binomial failure probability associated with each component type to calculate the probability that 
different numbers of a component type will fail. Each term of the binomial expansion represents 
the probability that a certain number of a component type will fail. Thus, calculation of the 
required reserve account in the year under consideration depends not only on the probability and 
cost of replacements but also on the desired probability that the calculated reserve account will 
be sufficient.  

Begin with a very simple example of this method to set the stage for the general derivation. 
Consider a PV system with two string inverters (N = 2), each with a replacement cost of $10,000 
were it replaced in Year 20, and each inverter’s behavior is described by a Weibull failure 
distribution with a mean failure interval of β=20 years and a shape factor of α=5.0. In Year 20, 
this failure distribution would predict a probability of failure of Q = 0.092 (9.2%). P is the 
probability that a component will not fail P = (1-Q), and, thus, the probability of nonfailure is P = 
0.908 (90.8%). The probability that we will have to replace neither of the two inverters is then 
P1P2 = P^N = (0.908) ^2 = 0.824. So, we get an 82.4% chance that the reserve account would be 
sufficient even with no funds in the reserve account (none will be needed in Year 20).  

The probability that we will have to replace either of the two inverters is P1P2 + P1Q2 + P2Q1 = 
0.824 + (0.908*0.092) + (0.092*0.908) = 0.991. So, there is a 99.1% chance that $10,000 in the 
reserve account would be sufficient for Year 20. If we have enough in reserve to replace both 
inverters (the reserve account = $20,000), then the probability that the reserve account is 
sufficient is P1P2 + P1Q2 + P2Q1 + Q1Q2 = 0.991 + (0.092*.092) = 1.00.  

Certainty that the reserve account will be sufficient is a business decision involving the fees and 
costs of a line of credit; lost revenue of extended downtime should reserves be insufficient to 
make timely repairs; and contractual obligations regarding availability and performance.  One 
working group member, representing a bank, thought that 40% of capital expenditures would be 
an appropriate reserve account amount. The method presented here suggests that the amount 
could be much smaller, especially if the certainty that the reserve account is sufficient is relaxed. 
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We generalize this approach to a very large number of components, N, where n/N is the fraction 
of the total number of components funded in the reserve account; R is the desired probability that 
the reserve account will be sufficient; and Q is the probability of failure in each year of the 
analysis period according to the failure distribution. This is done for each measure (PV module 
replacement, inverter replacement, and so on) and added up to calculate the total amount in the 
reserve account for each year of the analysis period. 

P and Q are defined such that (P + Q) = 1. The polynomial (P + Q)^N is thus also equal to unity.  

(P + Q)N = 1 

(P + Q)N = PN + NPN-1Q + N(N-1)PN-2Q2/2! +….+ QN =1 

Or in Equation 6 as summation notation:  

Equation 6 

(𝑃𝑃 + 𝑄𝑄)𝑁𝑁 =  �
𝑁𝑁!

(𝐴𝐴 + 𝐴𝐴)! 𝐴𝐴!

𝑁𝑁

𝑘𝑘=0

 𝑃𝑃(𝑁𝑁−𝑘𝑘)𝑄𝑄𝑘𝑘 

The powers of P in Equation 6 start at N and decrease by 1 in each term until they reach 0. The 
first term in the binomial expansion is P^N, the probability that none of the components of that 
type will fail in the year under consideration. The second term is the probability that one will 
fail, and the others will not fail. The powers of Q start at 0 and increase by 1 until they reach N. 
The final term Q^N is the probability that all of the components of that type will fail. In 
summation notation, k is an index referring to the sequence of terms, and since there are N + 1 
terms in the expansion, k starts at zero, rather than 1. 

This polynomial is expanded, and each term examined, to evaluate the probability that each 
number of components might fail in a year, and thus must be covered with funds for the 
replacement in the reserve account. The polynomial expansion can be accomplished with any 
number of terms (any number of components, N). The above must be calculated for each type of 
component. The above also must be evaluated for each year of the analysis period, because the 
probability of failure Q changes with each year according to the Weibull failure distribution for 
each type of component. The number of replacement components to be funded in the reserve 
account thus calculated is multiplied by the cost of replacing each component escalated to the 
year, according to the inflation rate. 

Toward the end of a project’s contractual life, it might no longer make sense to carry a reserve 
account or replace larger pieces of equipment. For example, it seems unlikely that an owner 
would replace a central inverter in Year 19 of a 20-year contract. The return on that investment 
may be negative. Here, the reserve account amount is based only on probability of failure and is 
high in the final years. Thus, the methodology described here does not account for that decision 
to not fund repairs or replacements in the final years of the analysis period.  

To explore the dependence of the reserve account amount on different failure probabilities, Q, 
and different probabilities that the reserve account will be sufficient, R, the equations for reserve 
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account for 10 components (N = 10 and 11 terms in expansion) are presented in Section 5.1, and 
the results are plotted in Figure 4. Adding more to N would add more points to these curves but 
not change the position of the curves, so the trends can be viewed generally if we interpret 1/N as 
10% of the total number of components, 2/10 as 20%, and so on, up to 10/10 as 100% of the 
components. Note that the last calculated probability is equal to unity. It is understood that if we 
have enough funds in the reserve account to cover n/N = 10/10, or 100% of the component 
replacements, we can be certain (probability = 1.0) that the reserve account will be sufficient. 
The fraction n/N so determined is then multiplied by the actual number of components N to 
determine the number of components for which the reserve account must have funding to cover 
replacements.  

6.1 Example of Reserve Account Calculation (10 Components) 
In this example, we consider 10 components, each with a replacement cost of $1,000 in a given 
year. The result of the Weibull failure probability is Q = 0.05 probability of failure in this given 
year. The desired probability that the reserve account will be sufficient is R = 0.999 (99.9% 
certainty). These values are listed in Table 2. The Q value is used in generation of an 
interpolation table, and then the R value is used to interpolate the value of n/N = 0.303. The 
resulting dollar amount to keep in the reserve account to cover failure of this component in the 
given year is (0.303)*(10)*($1,000), or $3,030, as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Inputs and Outputs of Reserve Account Calculation  

INPUTS   

 N = Number of a type of Component 10 

 C replacement = Replacement of cost of each component $1,000  

 
Q = Probability that type of component will fail in a 
given year (varies by Weibull distribution) 0.05 

 
R = Desired probability that reserve account will be 
sufficient 0.999 

OUTPUTS   

 

Required n/N = required fraction of total number of a 
specific type of component covered by reserve 
account in order to achieve desired probability that 
reserve account will be sufficient in a given year 0.303 

 
C reserve account = amount in reserve account for 
this type of component in a given year $3,030 

 

For practical problems, only Q-values less than 0.1, and R-values greater than 0.9 are of interest, 
but higher Q-values and the complete range of R-values are shown to illustrate how the function 
behaves over the entire domain. Referring to the chart of Figure 4, if a component has a 4% 
probability of failure in a year (Q = 0.04, marked by round dots in Figure 4), and there is enough 
in the reserve account or inventory of spare parts to replace 10% of the total number of that 
component in the system (n/N = 0.1), then there is a 94% chance that amount would be sufficient 
in reserve to cover failures. 
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Figure 4. Chart of probability that reserve account will be sufficient as a function of fraction of 

total number of component in reserve, and for different values of failure probability 
Source: Andy Walker, NREL 

Figure 5 is used for the calculation of the reserve account. The value obtained from the flowchart 
is compared with the annual cash flow for that service and for the same year of analysis, and the 
maximum amount is chosen as the annual reserve account. The logic is repeated for each service 
in the cost model and is repeated for each year in the analysis period to calculate reserve account. 
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Figure 5. Flowchart for calculation of reserve account associated with each service and each year 

of the analysis period 
Source: Deot et al. 2017 
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7 Implementations of This PV O&M Cost Model 
7.1 Pilot Implementation in Spreadsheet Program 
The SunSpec Alliance and NREL staff prepared a spreadsheet implementation of the method so 
PV O&M Working Group members could review the approach and calculations and recommend 
default numbers for the frequency and cost of O&M services. The resulting spreadsheet model is 
included with the publication of this paper as supplementary material. 

Figure 6 lists key inputs on an input tab of a spreadsheet program to pilot the method for a 10-
MW ground-mounted PV system. The list of inputs includes general inputs, such as economic 
parameters; system inputs, describing size and type of components in the system; and 
environmental parameters, such as snow or bird populations, which would trigger the 
applicability of measures associated with snow removal for site access and cleaning of bird 
droppings. The details associated with each measure, such as labor category, hours of labor to 
perform the measure, and cost of materials and supplies (not shown in Figure 6), should also be 
considered as equally important inputs that the user is expected to review and modify. 
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Figure 6. Partial list of inputs for spreadsheet deployment of PV O&M cost model, with an example 

of a 10-MW ground-mounted PV system 
Source: Andy Walker, NREL 

Figure 7 shows results from the prototype spreadsheet calculation. Results include annual cost 
for each year of the analysis period, life cycle cost, and key cost indicators, such as O&M costs 
per kW of installed capacity or per kWh of energy delivered. Results also include the amount of 
money that should be kept in a reserve account or line of credit, or spare parts inventory, to 
provide the desired level of certainty that the reserve account will be sufficient to cover 
unplanned costs for each year of the analysis period. 

For the example considered (a 10-MW ground-mounted system with 10 inverters), annual costs 
vary from less than $100,000/year early in the analysis period to almost $400,000 late in the 
analysis period, with an annualized value of $143,581/year or $14.36/kW/year. The net present 
value is $2,044,656, or $0.013/kWh per unit of delivered energy. Assuming a desired probability 

General Inputs
Analysis Period (Project Life) 25 years (40 max)
Discount Rate 7.00% % per annum
Inflation Rate 2.00% % per annum
Desired Confidence that Reserve Covers Cost 0.92
Working Hours/year 2,080 

System Inputs
Name of System  10 MW Ground Mount Tracking 
Location  Denver, CO 
System Size (kWp DC) 10,000.0 
System Size (Wp DC) 10,000,000.0 
Energy Yield Year 1 (kWh/kWp/year) 1,400.0 
System Installed Cost $25,600,000 
Module Efficiency 16.0%
Module Power (W STC) 305
Array Area (m2) 62500
Number of Modules 32787
Module Type/ Degradation Multi-crystal Silicon:0.64%/year
Degradation Rate per year 0.0064 
Modules per String 14
Number of Strings 2342
Strings per Combiner Box 15
Number of Combiner Boxes 157
Combiner boxes per DC disconnect 1
Number of DC Disconnects 157
Inverter Type  Central Inverter 
Inverter Replacement Cost/ Wp $0.190
Number of Inverters 5.0 
Inverter Capacity (kWp) 2,000.0 
Number of Transformers 5.0 

Inverter Warranty (years) 10.0 
PV Module Product Warranty (years) 20.0 
Other equipment (EPC) Warranty (years) 1.0 
Purchased monitoring contract (years) 1.0 Enter '0' if not applicable

Inputs
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of 92%, the amount to keep in reserve varies from less than $100,000 early in the analysis period 
to a maximum of $800,840 in Year 21. The detailed services can be sorted by service type (type 
of labor), by component type, as shown in Figure 7, or in different ways as desired by the user. 

 
Figure 7. Example report from PV O&M cost model for 1-MW ground-mounted system 

Source: Andy Walker, NREL 

7.2 Online Version of PV O&M Cost Model 
Software designers and programmers at SunSpec Alliance produced an online version of the PV 
O&M cost model available at apsuite.sunspec.org. (one will need to register themselves to get 
access to the online PV cost model).AP Suite stands for Asset Performance Suite and includes 
both the PV O&M Cost Model and oSPARC, which logs system performance. This suite enables 
the cost model of a PV system to be linked to the archived performance of that same system. 

Figure 8 lists some inputs for the online version of the PV O&M cost model. The list of inputs is 
the same as the precursor spreadsheet version, but inputs can be grouped by owner, portfolio, and 
PV system, and the program allows for the storage of multiple cost models for an individual PV 
system so scenarios can be compared. 

System Name 10 MW Ground Mount Tracking

Results
Annualized O&M Costs ($/year) $141,369
Annualized Unit O&M Costs ($/kW/year) $14.14
Maximum Reserve Account $828,413
Net Present Value O&M Costs (project life) $2,012,169
Net Present Value (project life) per Wp $0.201
NPV Annual O&M Cost per kWh $0.013

Service Avg. Cost/Yr NPV (Life) % of Total Component
Avg. 

Cost/Yr NPV (Life) % of Total
Administrator $37,670 $410,243 20% AC wiring $2,417 $22,231 1%
Cleaner $24,995 $272,240 14% Asset Management $34,329 $373,857 19%
Inverter specialist $70,106 $537,709 27% Cleaning/Veg $41,410 $451,019 22%
Inspector $27,192 $290,057 14% DC wiring $15,239 $122,850 6%
Journeyman electrician $17,459 $110,866 6% Documents $3,286 $35,784 2%
PV module/array Specialist $11,582 $88,132 4% Electrical $1,331 $14,244 1%
Network/IT $205 $1,971 0% Inverter $70,478 $541,019 27%
Master electrician $6,986 $51,098 3% Mechanical $6,020 $57,227 3%
Mechanic $6,877 $52,600 3% Meter $19 $205 0%
Designer $0 $0 0% Monitoring $72 $783 0%
Pest control $1,676 $18,250 1% PV Array $12,530 $135,733 7%
Roofing $0 $0 0% PV module $13,439 $72,798 4%
Structural engineer $11 $74 0% Roof $0 $0 0%
Mower/Trimmer $16,424 $178,884 9% Tracker $13,898 $135,763 7%
Utilities locator $6 $44 0% Transformer $6,722 $48,654 2%
Total $221,189 $2,012,169 100% (blank) $0 $0 0%

Total $221,189 $2,012,169 100%
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Figure 8. Beginning of data input sheets for online version of PV O&M cost model, available at 

apsuite.sunspec.org. 

Reports generated by the online version of the PV O&M cost model are, as with the spreadsheet 
version described previously, annual O&M cost, net present value of PV O&M costs, and 
reserve account amount for each year. As with the spreadsheet version, key indicators, such as 
$/kW/year and $/kWh delivered, are also presented. The detailed results can be sorted by 
category (Administrative, Operations, Preventive, and Corrective), by service type (electrician, 
cleaner, and so on), and by component type (PV modules, inverters, and so on). Figure 9 shows a 
screen capture of the Report screen showing results for the 10-MW ground-mounted system that 
we are considering for an example. 
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Figure 9. Sample report from online version of PV O&M cost model, showing annual O&M costs, 

net present value, and reserve account amount for each year of the analysis period, and key 
indicators such as $/kW/year and $/kWh delivered. 

Source: apsuite.sunspec.org 
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8 Conclusion 
In this report, we present a method to calculate annual O&M costs, net present value of life cycle 
costs, and reserve account amount for O&M of PV systems. Annual O&M cost is useful for 
planning O&M budgets, net present value is useful in evaluating the financial prospectus of 
potential project options and alternatives, and reserve account amount is useful for planning 
required reserves that should be set up through financial mechanisms, such as line of credit, so 
that repairs may be funded and accomplished quickly. In addition, the method and resulting 
software calculate key indicators that use economic calculations to levelize these costs into a 
standard per-kW, per-year basis ($/kW/year) or a per-kWh delivered basis ($/kWh). Results are 
sorted to provide totals by category, type, and configuration of system equipment, and type of 
service provider. This detail is useful for identifying areas of high cost that should be the focus of 
efforts to reduce cost. The approach is general and can accommodate systems of different size, 
application (residential, commercial, utility), and under different environmental conditions.  

We have concentrated on developing the methods, calculations, and analytic framework, and the 
method has been programmed into an online implementation available at apsuite.sunspec.org. 
The online implementation of the PV O&M cost model software is populated mainly with 
default values for labor and materials costs. While these default values reflect the considerable 
experience of the members of the PV O&M Working Group that provided and reviewed them, 
the intention is that default values would be replaced by actual cost experience of program users. 

Recommendations for future work include an encouragement for system and fleet operators to 
share their actuarial data on operations and maintenance in order to advance the accuracy and 
utility of cost estimating tools. Feedback from actual costs should be carefully curated to refine 
future PV O&M cost estimates.  A covariance analysis is recommended rather than single 
variable regression in order to represent inter-dependencies between the O&M cost model line-
items (eg serial defects, cascading failures) 

https://apsuite.sunspec.org/
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Inputs

				RESEARCH PROTOTYPE—NOT FOR COMMERCIAL USE

				Inputs																Legend

																				User input, hard-coded default value		Value

						General Inputs														User input, calculated default value (user can over ride		Value

						Analysis Period (Project Life)		25		years (40 max)										User input, drop down selection		Value

						Discount Rate		3.00%		% per annum										Input not applicable (user can over ride)		Value

						Inflation Rate		2.00%		% per annum										Read-only output		Value

						Desired Confidence that Reserve Covers Cost		0.92

						Working Hours/year		2,080



						System Inputs

						Name of System		20 MW Ground Mount Tracking

						Location		Washington DC

						System Size (kWp DC)		20,000.0

						System Size (Wp DC)		20,000,000.0

						Energy Yield Year 1 (kWh/kWp/year)		1,400.0

						System Installed Cost		$48,000,000

						Module Efficiency		17.0%

						Module Power (W STC)		305

						Array Area (m2)		117647

						Number of Modules		65574

						Module Type/ Degradation		Mulit-crystal Silicon:0.64%/year

						Degradation Rate per year		0.0064

						Modules per String		14

						Number of Strings		4684

						Strings per Combiner Box		15

						Number of Combiner Boxes		313

						Combiner boxes per DC disconnect		1

						Number of DC Disconnects		313

						Inverter Type		Central Inverter

						Inverter Replacement Cost/ Wp		$0.190

						Number of Inverters		10.0

						Inverter Capacity (kWp)		2,000.0

						Number of Transformers		10.0



						Inverter Warranty (years)		10.0

						PV Module Product Warranty (years)		20.0

						Other equipment (EPC) Warranty (years)		1.0

						Purchased monitoring contract (years)		1.0		Enter '0' if not applicable



						Market Sector		Utility (1 MW)

						Mounting Location		Ground Mount

						Roof Slope		Flat or less than 1:12

						Type of Roofing Material		Metal Roof

						Mounting Type		Attached

						Inspection technique		Arial

						Array Area per Roof Attachment (m2)		2.0

						Number of Roof Attachments		58824

						Ground Coverage Ratio (GCR)		33%

						Site Area (acres)		105.2



						Modules/Row		200

						Total Rows:		336

						Tracking or Fixed		1-axis Tracking

						Rows per Tracked Block:(ignore untracked)		16

						Total Tracking Blocks:(ignore untracked)		21.0

						Foundations per row: (ignore rooftop)		10





						Environmental Conditions

						Indicate "1" if condition applies to project, "0" if not applicable

						Snow		0

						Pollen		0

						Bird Populations		0				(reduce efficiency 2.67% for central, 0.18% for string inverter, Wang et al 2012)

						Sand/Dust		0				 (reduce efficiency 1%/g, Wang et al 2012)

						Humid		0.0

						Hot 		0.0

						High Wind		0.0

						Hail		0.0

						Salt Air		0.0				(reduce efficiency 1%/g, Wang et al 2012)

						Diesel Soot 		0.0				 (reduce efficiency 1%/g, Wang et al 2012)

						Industrial Emissions		0.0

						Construction Site Nearby 		0.0

						High Insolation 		0.0				(reduce availability 0.83%, Wang et al 2012) 









Report

				RESEARCH PROTOTYPE—NOT FOR COMMERCIAL USE

		System Name		20 MW Ground Mount Tracking																								Year		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40

																												Annual Cash Flow		$158,253		$165,196		$166,775		$174,304		$235,074		$185,636		$188,647		$198,706		$203,069		$281,806		$388,050		$421,789		$447,707		$479,617		$574,824		$528,629		$543,792		$562,390		$567,760		$667,362		$698,762		$711,148		$712,173		$719,836		$805,194		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Results																										Reserve Account Amount		$158,753		$166,011		$167,521		$174,981		$235,681		$186,175		$189,119		$199,135		$203,549		$282,379		$747,339		$903,262		$1,047,562		$1,186,727		$1,374,423		$1,404,133		$1,473,211		$1,523,783		$1,534,250		$1,609,475		$1,641,947		$1,576,615		$1,471,805		$1,354,774		$1,308,401		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Annualized O&M Costs ($/year)		$305,576

		Annualized Unit O&M Costs ($/kW/year)		$15.28

		Maximum Reserve Account		$1,641,947																		$0

		Net Present Value O&M Costs (project life)		$6,746,092

		Net Present Value (project life) per Wp		$0.337

		NPV Annual O&M Cost per kWh		$0.015



		Lifetime NPV by Service Type										Lifetime NPV by Component Type										Lifetime NPV by Component Type										Lifetime NPV by User-Defined Category

		Service		Avg. Cost/Yr		NPV (Life)		% of Total				Component		Avg. Cost/Yr		NPV (Life)		% of Total				Component		Avg. Cost/Yr		NPV (Life)		% of Total						Avg. Cost/Yr		Net Present Value (Life)		% of Total

		Administrator		$69,949		$1,181,627		18%				AC wiring		$4,811		$75,737		1%				Administration		$69,098		$1,167,280		17%				Module cleaning  and vegetation management 		$82,915		$1,400,696		21%		$3.40

		Cleaner		$47,051		$794,849		12%				Asset Management		$63,602		$1,074,416		16%				Design		$0		$0		0%				System inspection and monitoring 		$63,270		$1,055,668		16%		$1.80

		Inverter specialist		$140,211		$2,072,143		31%				Cleaning/Veg		$79,574		$1,344,261		20%				Preventive		$148,437		$2,493,989		37%				Component parts replacement 		$31,857		$466,485		7%		$1.80

		Inspector		$53,173		$890,159		13%				DC wiring		$30,429		$452,336		7%				Corrective		$213,926		$3,084,824		46%				Module replacement 		$43,565		$575,586		9%		$8.10

		Journeyman electrician		$34,877		$471,033		7%				Documents		$6,291		$106,269		2%				Decommission		$0		$0		0%				Inverter replacement 		$140,185		$2,070,851		31%		$2.10

		PV module/array Specialist		$22,918		$332,928		5%				Electrical		$2,458		$41,328		1%						$0		$0		0%				Operations administration		$69,668		$1,176,806		17%		$1.50

		Network/IT		$222		$3,535		0%				Inverter		$140,912		$2,082,989		31%						$0		$0		0%						$431,460		$6,746,092		100%		$18.70

		Master electrician		$13,916		$200,046		3%				Mechanical		$11,493		$183,148		3%						$0		$0		0%

		Mechanic		$13,233		$193,229		3%				Meter		$19		$317		0%						$0		$0		0%

		Designer		$0		$0		0%				Monitoring		$72		$1,217		0%						$0		$0		0%

		Pest control		$3,341		$56,435		1%				PV Array		$25,006		$421,486		6%						$0		$0		0%

		Roofing		$0		$0		0%				PV module		$26,877		$342,995		5%						$0		$0		0%

		Structural engineer		$20		$286		0%				Roof		$0		$0		0%						$0		$0		0%

		Mower/Trimmer		$32,542		$549,737		8%				Tracker		$26,472		$426,975		6%						$0		$0		0%

		Utilities locator		$6		$85		0%				Transformer		$13,444		$192,617		3%						$0		$0		0%

		Total		$431,460		$6,746,092		100%				(blank)		$0		$0		0%				(blank)		$0		$0		0%

												Total		$431,460		$6,746,092		100%				Total		$431,460		$6,746,092		100%













Annual Cash Flow	158252.81699635118	165196.26908796394	166775.34467049979	174304.18659980476	235074.10371311181	185636.34822987896	188646.52893220441	198705.53453751793	203069.12862096759	281805.97101893916	388049.69472060422	421789.4240247	311	447706.74327919184	479617.25519060344	574824.26908125647	528629.39622224891	543792.02208142192	562389.98264374933	567760.09475532908	667362.24350808607	698761.97268330329	711147.711336729	712172.95544538705	719835.70169139421	805193.63000794197	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Reserve Account Amount	158753.40780355386	166011.36885699563	167521.28659033665	174980.5879830003	2356	81.2343095633	186175.14035541532	189118.57361339414	199134.57653129572	203549.03064423861	282379.49828141707	747339.1041191757	903261.99318557454	1047561.7633566972	1186727.1104438694	1374423.3885893729	1404133.3141525812	1473210.6265414846	1523783.1379930219	1534249.8643630859	1609474.8839948212	1641946.5691656917	1576615.3680949975	1471804.926076642	1354773.5961777742	1308401.1472468798	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Year

Annual Cash Flow ($/year)



User-Defined Report

		RESEARCH PROTOTYPE—NOT FOR COMMERCIAL USE

		Lifetime NPV by Category

				Avg. Cost/Yr		Net Present Value (Life)		% of Total

		Module cleaning  and vegetation management 		$82,915		$1,400,696		21%

		System inspection and monitoring 		$63,270		$1,055,668		16%

		Component parts replacement 		$31,857		$466,485		7%

		Module replacement 		$43,565		$575,586		9%

		Inverter replacement 		$140,185		$2,070,851		31%

		Operations administration		$69,668		$1,176,806		17%

				$431,460		$6,746,092		100%



Module cleaning  and vegetation management 	System inspection and monitoring 	Component parts replacement 	Module replacement 	Inverter replacement 	Operations administration	Year

Annual O&M Expense ($)



Detailed Measures

		Detailed Measures																																														Annual Cash Flow				Annual Cash Flow																																																																																Reserve Account

		Activity Description		Activity Type		Component Type		User-Defined Category		Applicable ? 
(1= yes, 0 = no)		Covered by Warranty - Materials  (1=yes, 0=no)		Covered by Warranty - Labor
 (1=yes, 0=no)		Warranty or Service Package Type		Applicable Unit		Service Category		Labor Rate per Hour		Mean Interval (years)		Weibull or Lognormal Shape Factor		Type of Distribution		Approx. Number of Units		Labor hrs per unit		Material/ Other Cost per unit		Total Labor Cost		Total Matl and Other Cost 		Total Cost for Measure 		Notes		Reference		Average Annual Expense		NPV (Project Life)		% of Total NPV		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5		Year 6		Year 7		Year 8		Year 9		Year 10		Year 11		Year 12		Year 13		Year 14		Year 15		Year 16		Year 17		Year 18		Year 19		Year 20		Year 21		Year 22		Year 23		Year 24		Year 25		Year 26		Year 27		Year 28		Year 29		Year 30		Year 31		Year 32		Year 33		Year 34		Year 35		Year 36		Year 37		Year 38		Year 39		Year 40		Year 1		Year 2		Year 3		Year 4		Year 5		Year 6		Year 7		Year 8		Year 9		Year 10		Year 11		Year 12		Year 13		Year 14		Year 15		Year 16		Year 17		Year 18		Year 19		Year 20		Year 21		Year 22		Year 23		Year 24		Year 25		Year 26		Year 27		Year 28		Year 29		Year 30		Year 31		Year 32		Year 33		Year 34		Year 35		Year 36		Year 37		Year 38		Year 39		Year 40

		Insurance Premium		Administration		Asset Management		Operations administration		1		0		0		N/A		percent of initial cost		Administrator		22.9955769231		1.00		1.00		interval		1		0.00		$48,000		$0.00		$48,000.00		$48,000.00		premium percent of intial cost 0.001 (one tenth of one percent)		David Walters, Hartford Steam Boiler, 6/7/2014		$62,728		$1,059,678		15.7%		$48,960		$49,939		$50,938		$51,957		$52,996		$54,056		$55,137		$56,240		$57,364		$58,512		$59,682		$60,876		$62,093		$63,335		$64,602		$65,894		$67,212		$68,556		$69,927		$71,325		$72,752		$74,207		$75,691		$77,205		$78,749		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$48,960		$49,939		$50,938		$51,957		$52,996		$54,056		$55,137		$56,240		$57,364		$58,512		$59,682		$60,876		$62,093		$63,335		$64,602		$65,894		$67,212		$68,556		$69,927		$71,325		$72,752		$74,207		$75,691		$77,205		$78,749		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Manage inventory of spare parts		Administration		Asset Management		Operations administration		1		0		0		Monitoring				Administrator		22.9955769231		0.50		1.00		interval		1		1.00		$0		$23.00		$0.00		$23.00						$60		$1,015		0.0%		$47		$48		$49		$50		$51		$52		$53		$54		$55		$56		$57		$58		$59		$61		$62		$63		$64		$66		$67		$68		$70		$71		$73		$74		$75		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$47		$48		$49		$50		$51		$52		$53		$54		$55		$56		$57		$58		$59		$61		$62		$63		$64		$66		$67		$68		$70		$71		$73		$74		$75		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Meet with key site staff to continue awareness, question any issues, and report on findings.		Administration		Documents		Operations administration		1		0		0		N/A				Administrator		22.9955769231		1.00		1.00		interval		1		2.00		$0		$45.99		$0.00		$45.99						$60		$1,015		0.0%		$47		$48		$49		$50		$51		$52		$53		$54		$55		$56		$57		$58		$59		$61		$62		$63		$64		$66		$67		$68		$70		$71		$73		$74		$75		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$47		$48		$49		$50		$51		$52		$53		$54		$55		$56		$57		$58		$59		$61		$62		$63		$64		$66		$67		$68		$70		$71		$73		$74		$75		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Confirm availability and take any measures to secure operating instructions, warranties and performance guarantees, and other project documentation. 		Administration		Documents		Operations administration		1		0		0		N/A				Administrator		22.9955769231		1.00		1.00		interval		1		200.08		$0		$4,600.96		$0.00		$4,600.96						$6,013		$101,574		1.5%		$4,693		$4,787		$4,883		$4,980		$5,080		$5,181		$5,285		$5,391		$5,499		$5,609		$5,721		$5,835		$5,952		$6,071		$6,192		$6,316		$6,442		$6,571		$6,703		$6,837		$6,974		$7,113		$7,255		$7,400		$7,548		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$4,693		$4,787		$4,883		$4,980		$5,080		$5,181		$5,285		$5,391		$5,499		$5,609		$5,721		$5,835		$5,952		$6,071		$6,192		$6,316		$6,442		$6,571		$6,703		$6,837		$6,974		$7,113		$7,255		$7,400		$7,548		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Document all O&M activities in a workbook available to all service personnel.  		Administration		Documents		Operations administration		1		0		0		N/A				Administrator		22.9955769231		0.08		1.00		interval		1		0.25		$0		$5.75		$0.00		$5.75						$94		$1,586		0.0%		$73		$75		$76		$78		$79		$81		$83		$84		$86		$88		$89		$91		$93		$95		$97		$99		$101		$103		$105		$107		$109		$111		$113		$116		$118		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$73		$75		$76		$78		$79		$81		$83		$84		$86		$88		$89		$91		$93		$95		$97		$99		$101		$103		$105		$107		$109		$111		$113		$116		$118		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Review O&M agreements and ensure that services are actually provided		Administration		Documents		Operations administration		1		0		0		N/A				Administrator		22.9955769231		1.00		1.00		interval		1		1.00		$0		$23.00		$0.00		$23.00						$30		$508		0.0%		$23		$24		$24		$25		$25		$26		$26		$27		$27		$28		$29		$29		$30		$30		$31		$32		$32		$33		$34		$34		$35		$36		$36		$37		$38		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$23		$24		$24		$25		$25		$26		$26		$27		$27		$28		$29		$29		$30		$30		$31		$32		$32		$33		$34		$34		$35		$36		$36		$37		$38		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Update record with preventative maintenance activities and track any problems or warranty issues and secure the record on-site.		Administration		Documents		Operations administration		1		0		0		N/A				Administrator		22.9955769231		0.08		1.00		interval		1		0.25		$0		$5.75		$0.00		$5.75						$94		$1,586		0.0%		$73		$75		$76		$78		$79		$81		$83		$84		$86		$88		$89		$91		$93		$95		$97		$99		$101		$103		$105		$107		$109		$111		$113		$116		$118		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$73		$75		$76		$78		$79		$81		$83		$84		$86		$88		$89		$91		$93		$95		$97		$99		$101		$103		$105		$107		$109		$111		$113		$116		$118		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Maintain a log of cumulative power delivery (kWh to date) and chart this value against date.  Chart the value even for uneven or infrequent intervals.  Explain variation by season or weather.  		Administration		Meter		Operations administration		1		0		0		N/A				Administrator		22.9955769231		0.08		1.00		interval		1		0.05		$0		$1.15		$0.00		$1.15						$19		$317		0.0%		$15		$15		$15		$16		$16		$16		$17		$17		$17		$18		$18		$18		$19		$19		$19		$20		$20		$21		$21		$21		$22		$22		$23		$23		$24		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$15		$15		$15		$16		$16		$16		$17		$17		$17		$18		$18		$18		$19		$19		$19		$20		$20		$21		$21		$21		$22		$22		$23		$23		$24		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace protective devices (breakers) in building panel		Corrective		AC wiring		Component parts replacement 		1		1		1		N/A				Master electrician		32.0120192308		25.00		3.00		Weibull		3		0.25		$10		$24.01		$30.00		$54.01						$2		$30		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$1		$1		$1		$2		$2		$2		$3		$3		$3		$3		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$1		$1		$1		$3		$4		$6		$7		$9		$10		$12		$13		$14		$15		$15		$15		$15		$15		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace inverter AC fuse(s)		Corrective		AC wiring		Inverter replacement 		1		1		1		EPC				Journeyman electrician		19.9038461538		25.00		1.00		Weibull		30		0.15		$10		$89.57		$300.00		$389.57						$12		$203		0.0%		$0		$15		$15		$14		$14		$14		$14		$13		$13		$13		$12		$12		$12		$12		$12		$11		$11		$11		$11		$10		$10		$10		$10		$10		$9		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$46		$43		$40		$37		$34		$31		$28		$26		$23		$21		$18		$16		$15		$13		$11		$11		$11		$11		$10		$10		$10		$10		$10		$9		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Locate  line-to-line fault		Corrective		AC Wiring		Component parts replacement 		1		1		1		EPC				Master electrician		32.0120192308		25.00		3.00		Weibull		1		1.00		$0		$32.01		$0.00		$32.01						$1		$18		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$1		$1		$1		$1		$1		$2		$2		$2		$2		$2		$2		$2		$2		$2		$2		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$1		$2		$2		$3		$4		$5		$6		$7		$8		$8		$9		$9		$9		$9		$9		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Locate underground AC wiring		Corrective		AC Wiring		Component parts replacement 		1		0		0		N/A				Utilities locator		25.5499038462		25.00		3.00		Weibull		1		4.00		$0		$102.20		$0.00		$102.20						$4		$56		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$1		$1		$2		$2		$3		$3		$4		$4		$5		$5		$6		$6		$7		$7		$7		$7		$8		$8		$7		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$1		$1		$2		$2		$3		$5		$7		$10		$14		$17		$20		$23		$25		$27		$28		$29		$29		$29		$28		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Repair line-to-line fault		Corrective		AC Wiring		Component parts replacement 		1		0		0		N/A				Master electrician		32.0120192308		25.00		3.00		Weibull		1		1.00		$20		$32.01		$20.00		$52.01						$2		$29		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$1		$1		$1		$2		$2		$2		$2		$3		$3		$3		$3		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$1		$1		$1		$2		$4		$5		$7		$9		$10		$12		$13		$14		$14		$15		$15		$15		$14		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace broken/crushed AC wiring conduit and fittings		Corrective		AC wiring		Component parts replacement 		1		0		0		N/A		strings		Journeyman electrician		19.9038461538		25.00		3.00		Weibull		4684		0.25		$10		$23,306.61		$46,838.41		$70,145.02						$2,616		$38,672		0.6%		$14		$56		$128		$232		$369		$539		$742		$977		$1,244		$1,540		$1,861		$2,202		$2,558		$2,922		$3,286		$3,642		$3,980		$4,291		$4,566		$4,797		$4,977		$5,098		$5,157		$5,151		$5,080		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$14		$56		$128		$232		$369		$539		$742		$977		$1,244		$1,540		$1,903		$3,330		$5,123		$7,171		$9,351		$11,542		$13,636		$15,543		$17,188		$18,511		$19,463		$20,003		$20,103		$19,744		$18,920		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace MC connector lead to combiner box		Corrective		DC wiring		Module replacement 		1		1		1		EPC		modules		PV module/array Specialist		33.1730769231		30.00		3.00		Weibull		65574		0.05		$5		$108,764.57		$327,870.00		$436,634.57						$11,564		$167,812		2.5%		$0		$202		$463		$838		$1,333		$1,951		$2,696		$3,570		$4,571		$5,699		$6,948		$8,311		$9,777		$11,334		$12,965		$14,650		$16,366		$18,089		$19,791		$21,442		$23,012		$24,471		$25,789		$26,937		$27,889		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$202		$463		$838		$1,333		$1,951		$2,696		$3,570		$4,571		$5,699		$6,948		$8,311		$9,777		$11,334		$14,588		$21,493		$29,496		$38,257		$47,406		$56,568		$65,392		$73,558		$80,781		$86,816		$91,454		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace MC Connectors between modules		Corrective		DC wiring		Module replacement 		1		1		1		Module (Product)		modules		PV module/array Specialist		33.1730769231		30.00		3.00		Weibull		65574		0.05		$5		$108,764.57		$327,870.00		$436,634.57						$5,124		$64,779		1.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$23,012		$24,471		$25,789		$26,937		$27,889		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$65,392		$73,558		$80,781		$86,816		$91,454		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Locate ground fault		Corrective		DC Wiring		Component parts replacement 		1		1		1		EPC				Master electrician		32.0120192308		25.00		3.00		Weibull		1		4.00		$0		$128.05		$0.00		$128.05						$5		$71		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$1		$2		$2		$3		$3		$4		$5		$5		$6		$7		$7		$8		$8		$9		$9		$9		$9		$9		$9		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$1		$2		$2		$3		$3		$6		$9		$13		$17		$21		$25		$28		$31		$34		$36		$37		$37		$36		$35		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Repair ground fault		Corrective		DC Wiring		Component parts replacement 		1		1		1		EPC				Master electrician		32.0120192308		25.00		3.00		Weibull		1		1.00		$20		$32.01		$20.00		$52.01						$2		$29		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$1		$1		$1		$2		$2		$2		$2		$3		$3		$3		$3		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$1		$1		$1		$2		$4		$5		$7		$9		$10		$12		$13		$14		$14		$15		$15		$15		$14		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace fuse(s) on DC source circuits to inverter		Corrective		DC wiring		Inverter replacement 		1		1		1		EPC				Master electrician		32.0120192308		25.00		3.00		Weibull		313		0.08		$5		$801.58		$1,565.00		$2,366.58						$88		$1,304		0.0%		$0		$2		$4		$8		$12		$18		$25		$33		$42		$52		$63		$74		$86		$99		$111		$123		$134		$145		$154		$162		$168		$172		$174		$174		$171		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$2		$4		$8		$12		$18		$25		$33		$42		$52		$64		$112		$173		$242		$315		$389		$460		$524		$580		$625		$657		$675		$678		$666		$638		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Seal Leaking Junction Box		Corrective		DC Wiring		Component parts replacement 		1		1		0		Module (Product)		modules		Journeyman electrician		19.9038461538		25.00		3.00		Weibull		65574		0.05		$1		$65,258.74		$65,574.00		$130,832.74						$3,386		$48,045		0.7%		$13		$52		$119		$216		$343		$501		$690		$909		$1,158		$1,433		$1,731		$2,049		$2,380		$2,718		$3,057		$3,388		$3,702		$3,992		$4,248		$4,463		$9,282		$9,508		$9,618		$9,607		$9,476		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$13		$52		$119		$216		$343		$501		$690		$909		$1,158		$1,433		$1,771		$3,098		$4,766		$6,672		$8,700		$10,738		$12,686		$14,460		$15,991		$17,222		$36,301		$37,309		$37,496		$36,827		$35,289		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Locate underground DC wiring 		Corrective		DC wiring		Component parts replacement 		1		1		1		N/A				Utilities locator		25.5499038462		25.00		3.00		Weibull		1		2.00		$0		$51.10		$0.00		$51.10						$2		$28		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$1		$1		$1		$2		$2		$2		$2		$3		$3		$3		$3		$3		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$1		$1		$1		$2		$4		$5		$7		$8		$10		$11		$13		$13		$14		$15		$15		$14		$14		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace broken/crushed DC wiring conduit and fittings		Corrective		DC wiring		Component parts replacement 		1		1		1		N/A				Journeyman electrician		19.9038461538		25.00		3.00		Weibull		1		4.00		$100		$79.62		$100.00		$179.62						$7		$99		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$1		$2		$3		$3		$4		$5		$6		$7		$7		$8		$9		$10		$11		$12		$12		$13		$13		$13		$13		$13		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$1		$2		$3		$3		$4		$5		$9		$13		$18		$24		$30		$35		$40		$44		$47		$50		$51		$51		$51		$48		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace failed DC fuses in combiner box		Corrective		DC wiring		Component parts replacement 		1		1		1		N/A		strings		Journeyman electrician		19.9038461538		25.00		3.00		Weibull		4684		0.08		$1		$7,458.12		$4,683.84		$12,141.96						$453		$6,694		0.1%		$2		$10		$22		$40		$64		$93		$128		$169		$215		$267		$322		$381		$443		$506		$569		$630		$689		$743		$790		$830		$861		$882		$893		$892		$879		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$2		$10		$22		$40		$64		$93		$128		$169		$215		$267		$329		$576		$887		$1,241		$1,619		$1,998		$2,360		$2,690		$2,975		$3,204		$3,369		$3,463		$3,480		$3,418		$3,275		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Re-route conduit		Corrective		DC wiring		Component parts replacement 		1		1		1		N/A				Journeyman electrician		19.9038461538		25.00		3.00		Weibull		1		4.00		$100		$79.62		$100.00		$179.62						$7		$99		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$1		$2		$3		$3		$4		$5		$6		$7		$7		$8		$9		$10		$11		$12		$12		$13		$13		$13		$13		$13		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$1		$2		$3		$3		$4		$5		$9		$13		$18		$24		$30		$35		$40		$44		$47		$50		$51		$51		$51		$48		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace inverter		Corrective		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		0		1		1		Inverter		Inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		20.00		2.00		Weibull		10		200.50		$380,000		$66,512.02		$3,800,000.00		$0.00		formula for inverter labor				$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Start/stop inverter (reboot to clear unknown error)		Corrective		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		1		0		0		EPC		inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		1.00		3.00		Interval		10		0.25		$0		$82.93		$0.00		$82.93						$108		$1,831		0.0%		$85		$86		$88		$90		$92		$93		$95		$97		$99		$101		$103		$105		$107		$109		$112		$114		$116		$118		$121		$123		$126		$128		$131		$133		$136		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$85		$86		$88		$90		$92		$93		$95		$97		$99		$101		$103		$105		$107		$109		$112		$114		$116		$118		$121		$123		$126		$128		$131		$133		$136		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace inverter fan motor		Corrective		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		1		1		0		Inverter		inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		10.00		1.00		Interval		10		1.00		$120		$331.73		$1,200.00		$1,531.73						$107		$1,561		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$404		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$2,276		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$404		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$2,276		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		manual reset  of arc-fault trip (NEC 690.11) 		Corrective		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		1		1		1		EPC		inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		1.00		1.00		Interval		10		0.08		$0		$26.54		$0.00		$26.54						$34		$560		0.0%		$0		$28		$28		$29		$29		$30		$30		$31		$32		$32		$33		$34		$34		$35		$36		$36		$37		$38		$39		$39		$40		$41		$42		$43		$44		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$28		$28		$29		$29		$30		$30		$31		$32		$32		$33		$34		$34		$35		$36		$36		$37		$38		$39		$39		$40		$41		$42		$43		$44		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		RE-install inverter control software		Corrective		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		1		1		1		EPC		inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		2.00		1.00		Interval		10		1.00		$0		$331.73		$0.00		$331.73						$208		$3,515		0.1%		$0		$345		$0		$359		$0		$374		$0		$389		$0		$404		$0		$421		$0		$438		$0		$455		$0		$474		$0		$493		$0		$513		$0		$534		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$345		$0		$359		$0		$374		$0		$389		$0		$404		$0		$421		$0		$438		$0		$455		$0		$474		$0		$493		$0		$513		$0		$534		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace 24VDC power supply for inverter controls		Corrective		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		1		1		1		EPC		inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		15.00		1.00		Weibull		10		1.00		$120		$331.73		$1,200.00		$1,531.73						$55		$1,001		0.0%		$0		$93		$89		$85		$81		$77		$74		$70		$67		$64		$61		$58		$56		$53		$51		$48		$46		$44		$42		$40		$38		$36		$35		$33		$32		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$415		$383		$352		$321		$290		$260		$231		$204		$178		$153		$131		$110		$91		$75		$60		$48		$44		$42		$40		$38		$36		$35		$33		$32		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace AC contactor in inverter		Corrective		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		1		1		0		Inverter		inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		5.00		1.00		Interval		10		2.00		$40		$663.46		$400.00		$1,063.46						$252		$3,861		0.1%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$733		$0		$0		$0		$0		$809		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,431		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,580		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,745		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$733		$0		$0		$0		$0		$809		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,431		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,580		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,745		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace capacitors in inverter		Corrective		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		1		1		0		Inverter		inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		15.00		1.00		Weibull		10		2.00		$60,000		$663.46		$600,000.00		$600,663.46						$10,563		$160,485		2.4%		$42		$40		$38		$37		$35		$33		$32		$30		$29		$28		$23,914		$22,820		$21,775		$20,778		$19,827		$18,919		$18,053		$17,226		$16,438		$15,685		$14,967		$14,282		$13,628		$13,004		$12,409		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$193		$180		$166		$152		$139		$126		$113		$100		$88		$77		$60,053		$51,188		$43,095		$35,805		$29,331		$23,666		$18,790		$17,226		$16,438		$15,685		$14,967		$14,282		$13,628		$13,004		$12,409		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace DC contactor in inverter		Corrective		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		1		1		0		Inverter		inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		10.00		1.00		Interval		10		2.00		$40		$663.46		$400.00		$1,063.46						$96		$1,477		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$809		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,580		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$809		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,580		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace fuses internal to inverter		Corrective		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		1		0		0		Inverter		inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		5.00		1.00		Interval		10		0.25		$25		$82.93		$250.00		$332.93						$90		$1,441		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$368		$0		$0		$0		$0		$406		$0		$0		$0		$0		$448		$0		$0		$0		$0		$495		$0		$0		$0		$0		$546		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$368		$0		$0		$0		$0		$406		$0		$0		$0		$0		$448		$0		$0		$0		$0		$495		$0		$0		$0		$0		$546		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace GFI components in inveter		Corrective		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		1		1		0		Inverter		inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		15.00		1.00		Weibull		10		1.00		$120		$331.73		$1,200.00		$1,531.73						$34		$557		0.0%		$21		$20		$19		$18		$17		$17		$16		$15		$15		$14		$61		$58		$56		$53		$51		$48		$46		$44		$42		$40		$38		$36		$35		$33		$32		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$97		$90		$83		$76		$69		$63		$56		$50		$44		$38		$153		$131		$110		$91		$75		$60		$48		$44		$42		$40		$38		$36		$35		$33		$32		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace IGBT driver card/board; diagnose with fault code		Corrective		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		1		1		0		Inverter		inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		15.00		1.00		Weibull		10		1.00		$1,000		$331.73		$10,000.00		$10,331.73						$188		$2,904		0.0%		$21		$20		$19		$18		$17		$17		$16		$15		$15		$14		$411		$393		$375		$357		$341		$325		$311		$296		$283		$270		$257		$246		$234		$224		$213		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$97		$90		$83		$76		$69		$63		$56		$50		$44		$38		$1,033		$880		$741		$616		$505		$407		$323		$296		$283		$270		$257		$246		$234		$224		$213		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace IGBT matrix in inverter		Corrective		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		1		1		0		Inverter		inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		20.00		3.00		Weibull		10		8.00		$200,000		$2,653.85		$2,000,000.00		$2,002,653.85						$84,651		$1,246,371		18.5%		$1		$4		$9		$17		$27		$39		$54		$70		$88		$107		$95,668		$110,508		$124,755		$137,826		$149,143		$158,169		$164,447		$167,643		$167,569		$164,212		$157,735		$148,471		$136,895		$123,596		$109,217		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$4		$9		$17		$27		$39		$54		$83		$170		$283		$308,954		$406,202		$498,475		$580,694		$649,228		$701,453		$735,396		$749,509		$742,582		$713,820		$663,100		$591,409		$501,486		$398,531		$290,706		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace inductors (coils) in inverter		Corrective		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		1		1		0		Inverter		inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		20.00		3.00		Weibull		10		4.00		$100,000		$1,326.92		$1,000,000.00		$1,001,326.92						$42,325		$623,185		9.2%		$1		$2		$5		$9		$14		$20		$27		$35		$44		$54		$47,834		$55,254		$62,378		$68,913		$74,572		$79,084		$82,224		$83,821		$83,785		$82,106		$78,868		$74,235		$68,448		$61,798		$54,608		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$2		$5		$9		$14		$20		$27		$42		$85		$142		$154,477		$203,101		$249,237		$290,347		$324,614		$350,726		$367,698		$374,755		$371,291		$356,910		$331,550		$295,705		$250,743		$199,265		$145,353		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace inverter control card (PWM signal, voltage, phase, frequency, shut-down); diagnose with fault code		Corrective		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		1		1		0		Inverter		inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		20.00		3.00		Weibull		10		1.00		$1,000		$331.73		$10,000.00		$10,331.73						$439		$6,470		0.1%		$0		$1		$1		$2		$3		$5		$7		$9		$11		$13		$494		$570		$644		$711		$769		$816		$848		$865		$864		$847		$814		$766		$706		$638		$563		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$2		$3		$5		$7		$10		$21		$35		$1,594		$2,096		$2,572		$2,996		$3,349		$3,619		$3,794		$3,867		$3,831		$3,683		$3,421		$3,051		$2,587		$2,056		$1,500		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace inverter data acquisition card/board (also called system input module); diagnose with fault code		Corrective		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		1		1		0		Inverter		inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		20.00		1.00		Weibull		10		1.00		$1,000		$331.73		$10,000.00		$10,331.73						$187		$2,853		0.0%		$16		$16		$15		$15		$14		$14		$13		$13		$13		$12		$371		$360		$349		$338		$328		$319		$309		$300		$291		$282		$274		$266		$258		$250		$243		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$64		$59		$55		$51		$47		$43		$39		$35		$32		$28		$776		$682		$595		$516		$443		$377		$318		$300		$291		$282		$274		$266		$258		$250		$243		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace inverter relay/switch		Corrective		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		1		1		0		Inverter		inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		5.00		1.00		Interval		10		1.00		$55		$331.73		$550.00		$881.73						$189		$2,795		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$366		$0		$0		$0		$0		$404		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,187		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,310		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,447		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$366		$0		$0		$0		$0		$404		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,187		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,310		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,447		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace maximum power point tracker card/board; diagnose with fault code		Corrective		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		1		1		0		Inverter		inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		15.00		1.00		Weibull		10		1.00		$1,000		$331.73		$10,000.00		$10,331.73						$188		$2,904		0.0%		$21		$20		$19		$18		$17		$17		$16		$15		$15		$14		$411		$393		$375		$357		$341		$325		$311		$296		$283		$270		$257		$246		$234		$224		$213		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$97		$90		$83		$76		$69		$63		$56		$50		$44		$38		$1,033		$880		$741		$616		$505		$407		$323		$296		$283		$270		$257		$246		$234		$224		$213		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace overvoltage surge suppressors for inverter		Corrective		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		1		1		0		Inverter		inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		15.00		1.00		Weibull		10		1.00		$25		$331.73		$250.00		$581.73						$17		$304		0.0%		$21		$20		$19		$18		$17		$17		$16		$15		$15		$14		$23		$22		$21		$20		$19		$18		$17		$17		$16		$15		$14		$14		$13		$13		$12		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$97		$90		$83		$76		$69		$63		$56		$50		$44		$38		$58		$50		$42		$35		$28		$23		$18		$17		$16		$15		$14		$14		$13		$13		$12		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace terminal block		Corrective		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		1		1		0		Inverter		Combiner Box		Journeyman electrician		19.9038461538		10.00		3.00		Interval		313		0.25		$10		$1,557.48		$3,130.00		$4,687.48						$355		$5,269		0.1%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,899		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$6,965		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,899		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$6,965		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Restore lost internet connection 		Corrective		Monitoring		Operations administration		1		0		0		N/A		Site		Network/IT		45.885		2.00		3.00		Interval		1		1.00		$0		$45.89		$0.00		$45.89						$29		$486		0.0%		$0		$48		$0		$50		$0		$52		$0		$54		$0		$56		$0		$58		$0		$61		$0		$63		$0		$66		$0		$68		$0		$71		$0		$74		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$48		$0		$50		$0		$52		$0		$54		$0		$56		$0		$58		$0		$61		$0		$63		$0		$66		$0		$68		$0		$71		$0		$74		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Dispatch contractor in response to alarms, alerts, or contact by others		Corrective		PV Array		Operations administration		1		1		1		Monitoring				Administrator		22.9955769231		5.00		2.00		Interval		1		1.00		$4		$23.00		$4.00		$27.00						$7		$117		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$30		$0		$0		$0		$0		$33		$0		$0		$0		$0		$36		$0		$0		$0		$0		$40		$0		$0		$0		$0		$44		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$30		$0		$0		$0		$0		$33		$0		$0		$0		$0		$36		$0		$0		$0		$0		$40		$0		$0		$0		$0		$44		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Repair or replace rack parts damaged by corrosion or physical damage		Corrective		PV Array		Component parts replacement 		1		1		1		EPC				Mechanic		29.2984615385		60.00		3.00		Weibull		336		1.00		$200		$9,844.28		$67,200.00		$77,044.28						$333		$4,732		0.1%		$0		$4		$10		$19		$30		$43		$60		$80		$103		$130		$160		$194		$232		$273		$319		$369		$423		$482		$545		$613		$685		$762		$844		$930		$1,021		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$4		$10		$19		$30		$43		$60		$80		$103		$130		$160		$194		$232		$273		$319		$369		$423		$482		$545		$613		$685		$762		$844		$930		$1,021		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Excavate and replace failed foundation element		Corrective		PV Array		Component parts replacement 		1		1		1		N/A				Structural engineer		55.8236538462		100.00		3.00		Weibull		34		4.00		$400		$7,502.70		$13,440.00		$20,942.70						$20		$286		0.0%		$0		$0		$1		$1		$2		$3		$4		$5		$6		$8		$9		$11		$14		$16		$19		$22		$25		$29		$33		$37		$42		$47		$52		$57		$63		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$2		$3		$4		$5		$6		$8		$9		$11		$14		$16		$19		$22		$25		$29		$33		$37		$42		$47		$52		$57		$63		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace modules failing performance test or IR scan 		Corrective		PV module		Module replacement 		1		1		0		Module (Product)		modules		Journeyman electrician		19.9038461538		60.00		3.00		Weibull		65574		0.10		$150		$130,517.48		$9,836,100.00		$9,966,617.48						$22,226		$281,042		4.2%		$2		$8		$17		$31		$50		$73		$102		$136		$175		$220		$271		$328		$392		$463		$540		$625		$717		$817		$924		$1,038		$88,642		$98,595		$109,147		$120,295		$132,033		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$2		$8		$17		$31		$50		$73		$102		$136		$175		$220		$271		$328		$392		$463		$540		$625		$717		$817		$924		$1,038		$88,642		$98,595		$109,147		$120,295		$132,033		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Repair or replace damage to module frame		Corrective		PV module		Module replacement 		1		1		0		Module (Product)		modules		Mechanic		29.2984615385		60.00		5.00		Weibull		65574		0.25		$50		$480,304.33		$3,278,700.00		$3,759,004.33						$2,302		$29,180		0.4%		$0		$0		$0		$1		$2		$5		$9		$15		$24		$38		$56		$81		$114		$156		$210		$277		$361		$462		$584		$731		$7,087		$8,696		$10,578		$12,767		$15,297		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$2		$5		$9		$15		$24		$38		$56		$81		$114		$156		$210		$277		$361		$462		$584		$731		$7,087		$8,696		$10,578		$12,767		$15,297		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Repair cracking of PV module back sheet		Corrective		PV module		Module replacement 		1		1		0		Module (Product)		modules		Journeyman electrician		19.9038461538		60.00		2.00		Weibull		65574		0.10		$5		$130,517.48		$327,870.00		$458,387.48						$2,350		$32,773		0.5%		$74		$151		$230		$313		$398		$485		$575		$668		$763		$860		$959		$1,060		$1,163		$1,268		$1,375		$1,483		$1,593		$1,704		$1,816		$1,928		$7,171		$7,572		$7,974		$8,377		$8,780		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$74		$151		$230		$313		$398		$485		$575		$668		$763		$860		$959		$1,060		$1,163		$1,268		$1,375		$1,483		$1,593		$1,704		$1,816		$1,928		$7,171		$7,572		$7,974		$8,377		$8,780		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Repair roof leaks		Corrective		Roof		Component parts replacement 		0		0		0		N/A		m2		Roofing		22.7036538462		50.00		5.00		Weibull		0		0.50		$50		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Re-roof (new roof)		Corrective		Roof		Component parts replacement 		0		1		0		N/A		m2		Roofing		22.7036538462		50.00		10.00		Weibull		0		0.50		$50		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Repair Roof Attachment Flashing		Corrective		Roof		Component parts replacement 		0		0		0		N/A		each		Roofing		22.7036538462		30.00		4.00		Weibull		58824		0.50		$25		$667,754.52		$1,470,588.24		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace tracking controller power supply fan filter		Corrective		Tracker		Component parts replacement 		1		1		1		EPC		Controller		Mechanic		29.2984615385		2.00		1.00		interval		21		0.17		$25		$102.54		$525.00		$627.54						$393		$6,649		0.1%		$0		$653		$0		$679		$0		$707		$0		$735		$0		$765		$0		$796		$0		$828		$0		$861		$0		$896		$0		$932		$0		$970		$0		$1,009		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$653		$0		$679		$0		$707		$0		$735		$0		$765		$0		$796		$0		$828		$0		$861		$0		$896		$0		$932		$0		$970		$0		$1,009		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Repair/replace tracker drive shaft		Corrective		Tracker		Component parts replacement 		1		1		1		N/A		row		Mechanic		29.2984615385		25.00		3.00		Weibull		336		0.50		$120		$4,922.14		$40,320.00		$45,242.14						$1,687		$24,942		0.4%		$9		$36		$83		$150		$238		$347		$478		$630		$803		$993		$1,200		$1,420		$1,650		$1,885		$2,119		$2,349		$2,567		$2,768		$2,945		$3,094		$3,210		$3,288		$3,326		$3,322		$3,277		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$9		$36		$83		$150		$238		$347		$478		$630		$803		$993		$1,228		$2,148		$3,304		$4,625		$6,031		$7,444		$8,795		$10,025		$11,086		$11,939		$12,553		$12,902		$12,966		$12,735		$12,203		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace tracking actuator		Corrective		Tracker		Component parts replacement 		1		1		1		N/A				Mechanic		29.2984615385		25.00		3.00		Weibull		21		0.50		$120		$307.63		$2,520.00		$2,827.63						$105		$1,559		0.0%		$1		$2		$5		$9		$15		$22		$30		$39		$50		$62		$75		$89		$103		$118		$132		$147		$160		$173		$184		$193		$201		$206		$208		$208		$205		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$2		$5		$9		$15		$22		$30		$39		$50		$62		$77		$134		$207		$289		$377		$465		$550		$627		$693		$746		$785		$806		$810		$796		$763		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace tracker drive bearing		Corrective		Tracker		Component parts replacement 		1		1		1		N/A		row		Mechanic		29.2984615385		25.00		3.00		Weibull		336		0.50		$40		$4,922.14		$13,440.00		$18,362.14						$685		$10,123		0.2%		$4		$15		$34		$61		$97		$141		$194		$256		$326		$403		$487		$576		$670		$765		$860		$953		$1,042		$1,123		$1,195		$1,256		$1,303		$1,334		$1,350		$1,348		$1,330		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$4		$15		$34		$61		$97		$141		$194		$256		$326		$403		$498		$872		$1,341		$1,877		$2,448		$3,021		$3,569		$4,069		$4,499		$4,846		$5,095		$5,236		$5,263		$5,169		$4,953		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace tracker motor controller		Corrective		Tracker		Component parts replacement 		1		1		1		N/A				Journeyman electrician		19.9038461538		25.00		3.00		Weibull		21		0.50		$250		$208.99		$5,250.00		$5,458.99						$204		$3,010		0.0%		$1		$4		$10		$18		$29		$42		$58		$76		$97		$120		$145		$171		$199		$227		$256		$283		$310		$334		$355		$373		$387		$397		$401		$401		$395		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$4		$10		$18		$29		$42		$58		$76		$97		$120		$148		$259		$399		$558		$728		$898		$1,061		$1,210		$1,338		$1,441		$1,515		$1,557		$1,565		$1,537		$1,472		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace tracker mount bearing		Corrective		Tracker		Component parts replacement 		1		1		1		N/A				Mechanic		29.2984615385		25.00		3.00		Weibull		3360		0.50		$40		$49,221.42		$134,400.00		$183,621.42						$6,849		$101,232		1.5%		$36		$147		$336		$608		$965		$1,410		$1,941		$2,558		$3,257		$4,031		$4,871		$5,764		$6,697		$7,649		$8,602		$9,533		$10,418		$11,232		$11,953		$12,558		$13,027		$13,345		$13,499		$13,484		$13,299		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$36		$147		$336		$608		$965		$1,410		$1,941		$2,558		$3,257		$4,031		$4,982		$8,718		$13,410		$18,773		$24,479		$30,213		$35,694		$40,686		$44,994		$48,458		$50,948		$52,363		$52,625		$51,685		$49,528		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace/upgrade tracker control software		Corrective		Tracker		Operations administration		1		1		1		N/A				Network/IT		45.885		25.00		3.00		Weibull		21		1.00		$0		$963.59		$0.00		$963.59						$36		$531		0.0%		$0		$1		$2		$3		$5		$7		$10		$13		$17		$21		$26		$30		$35		$40		$45		$50		$55		$59		$63		$66		$68		$70		$71		$71		$70		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$2		$3		$5		$7		$10		$13		$17		$21		$26		$46		$70		$99		$128		$159		$187		$214		$236		$254		$267		$275		$276		$271		$260		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace transformer		Corrective		Transformer		Component parts replacement 		1		0		0		N/A		Transformer		Master electrician		32.0120192308		40.00		3.00		Weibull		10		4.00		$100,000		$1,280.48		$1,000,000.00		$1,001,280.48						$13,316		$190,498		2.8%		$48		$195		$448		$812		$1,293		$1,896		$2,628		$3,491		$4,492		$5,633		$6,916		$8,343		$9,915		$11,629		$13,483		$15,472		$17,590		$19,828		$22,175		$24,619		$27,145		$29,737		$32,374		$35,036		$37,701		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$48		$195		$448		$812		$1,293		$1,896		$2,628		$3,491		$4,492		$5,633		$6,916		$8,343		$9,915		$11,629		$13,483		$15,472		$17,590		$19,828		$22,175		$24,619		$27,145		$29,737		$32,374		$37,898		$47,199		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Re-tap transformer		Corrective		Transformer		Component parts replacement 		1		0		0		N/A		Transformer		Master electrician		32.0120192308		25.00		3.00		Weibull		10		2.00		$0		$640.24		$0.00		$640.24						$24		$353		0.0%		$0		$1		$1		$2		$3		$5		$7		$9		$11		$14		$17		$20		$23		$27		$30		$33		$36		$39		$42		$44		$45		$47		$47		$47		$46		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1		$1		$2		$3		$5		$7		$9		$11		$14		$17		$30		$47		$65		$85		$105		$124		$142		$157		$169		$178		$183		$183		$180		$173		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Check position of disconnect switches and breakers.		Preventive		AC Wiring		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		Disconnect Box		Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		interval		313		0.08		$0		$829.32		$0.00		$829.32						$1,084		$18,309		0.3%		$846		$863		$880		$898		$916		$934		$953		$972		$991		$1,011		$1,031		$1,052		$1,073		$1,094		$1,116		$1,138		$1,161		$1,184		$1,208		$1,232		$1,257		$1,282		$1,308		$1,334		$1,361		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$846		$863		$880		$898		$916		$934		$953		$972		$991		$1,011		$1,031		$1,052		$1,073		$1,094		$1,116		$1,138		$1,161		$1,184		$1,208		$1,232		$1,257		$1,282		$1,308		$1,334		$1,361		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Inspect electrical boxes for corrosion or intrusion of water or insects.  Seal boxes if required.  		Preventive		AC Wiring		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		Combiner Box		Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		interval		313		0.08		$0		$829.32		$0.00		$829.32						$1,084		$18,309		0.3%		$846		$863		$880		$898		$916		$934		$953		$972		$991		$1,011		$1,031		$1,052		$1,073		$1,094		$1,116		$1,138		$1,161		$1,184		$1,208		$1,232		$1,257		$1,282		$1,308		$1,334		$1,361		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$846		$863		$880		$898		$916		$934		$953		$972		$991		$1,011		$1,031		$1,052		$1,073		$1,094		$1,116		$1,138		$1,161		$1,184		$1,208		$1,232		$1,257		$1,282		$1,308		$1,334		$1,361		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Re-torque all electrical connections on AC side of system.		Preventive		AC Wiring		Component parts replacement 		1		0		0		N/A				Journeyman electrician		19.9038461538		5.00		1.00		interval		1		0.50		$0		$9.95		$0.00		$9.95						$3		$43		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$11		$0		$0		$0		$0		$12		$0		$0		$0		$0		$13		$0		$0		$0		$0		$15		$0		$0		$0		$0		$16		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$11		$0		$0		$0		$0		$12		$0		$0		$0		$0		$13		$0		$0		$0		$0		$15		$0		$0		$0		$0		$16		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Exercise operation of all protection devices.		Preventive		AC Wiring		Component parts replacement 		1		0		0		N/A				Journeyman electrician		19.9038461538		1.00		1.00		interval		2		0.08		$0		$3.18		$0.00		$3.18						$4		$70		0.0%		$3		$3		$3		$3		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$3		$3		$3		$3		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Monitoring annual service package		Preventive		Asset Management		Operations administration		1		1		1		Monitoring		System		Administrator		22.9955769231		1.00		1.00		interval		1		1.00		$50		$23.00		$50.00		$73.00						$92		$1,539		0.0%		$0		$76		$77		$79		$81		$82		$84		$86		$87		$89		$91		$93		$94		$96		$98		$100		$102		$104		$106		$108		$111		$113		$115		$117		$120		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$76		$77		$79		$81		$82		$84		$86		$87		$89		$91		$93		$94		$96		$98		$100		$102		$104		$106		$108		$111		$113		$115		$117		$120		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Daily Operations and Performance Monitoring		Preventive		Asset Management		Operations administration		1		0		0		N/A				Administrator		22.9955769231		0.08		1.00		interval		1		1.00		$0		$23.00		$0.00		$23.00						$361		$6,092		0.1%		$281		$287		$293		$299		$305		$311		$317		$323		$330		$336		$343		$350		$357		$364		$371		$379		$386		$394		$402		$410		$418		$427		$435		$444		$453		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$281		$287		$293		$299		$305		$311		$317		$323		$330		$336		$343		$350		$357		$364		$371		$379		$386		$394		$402		$410		$418		$427		$435		$444		$453		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Monitor alarms and site-specific altert parameters		Preventive		Asset Management		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A				Administrator		22.9955769231		0.08		1.00		interval		1		1.00		$0		$23.00		$0.00		$23.00						$361		$6,092		0.1%		$281		$287		$293		$299		$305		$311		$317		$323		$330		$336		$343		$350		$357		$364		$371		$379		$386		$394		$402		$410		$418		$427		$435		$444		$453		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$281		$287		$293		$299		$305		$311		$317		$323		$330		$336		$343		$350		$357		$364		$371		$379		$386		$394		$402		$410		$418		$427		$435		$444		$453		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Array cleaning 		Preventive		Cleaning/Veg		Module cleaning  and vegetation management 		1		0		0		N/A		m2		Cleaner		14.7354807692		1.00		1.00		interval		117647		0.02		$0		$34,671.72		$1,317.65		$35,989.37		2 gal fuel/acre @$4/gal + 500 gal H2O/acre @$0.40/gal 				$47,032		$794,524		11.8%		$36,709		$37,443		$38,192		$38,956		$39,735		$40,530		$41,340		$42,167		$43,011		$43,871		$44,748		$45,643		$46,556		$47,487		$48,437		$49,406		$50,394		$51,402		$52,430		$53,478		$54,548		$55,639		$56,752		$57,887		$59,044		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$36,709		$37,443		$38,192		$38,956		$39,735		$40,530		$41,340		$42,167		$43,011		$43,871		$44,748		$45,643		$46,556		$47,487		$48,437		$49,406		$50,394		$51,402		$52,430		$53,478		$54,548		$55,639		$56,752		$57,887		$59,044		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		General Cleaning/Veg Mobilization 		Preventive		Cleaning/Veg		Module cleaning  and vegetation management 		1		0		0		N/A		Site		Mower/Trimmer		29.2984615385		0.50		1.00		interval		1		4.00		$0		$117.19		$0.00		$117.19		Other cost = water truckr rental				$306		$5,174		0.1%		$239		$244		$249		$254		$259		$264		$269		$275		$280		$286		$291		$297		$303		$309		$315		$322		$328		$335		$341		$348		$355		$362		$370		$377		$385		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$239		$244		$249		$254		$259		$264		$269		$275		$280		$286		$291		$297		$303		$309		$315		$322		$328		$335		$341		$348		$355		$362		$370		$377		$385		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Vegetation management (mowing, trimming) per acre		Preventive		Cleaning/Veg		Module cleaning  and vegetation management 		1		0		0		N/A		Acre		Mower/Trimmer		29.2984615385		0.25		1.00		interval		105		2.00		$0		$6,166.74		$0.00		$6,166.74		Other cost = 1 gal fuel/acre @ $4/gal + $10/acre mowing consumables				$32,236		$544,563		8.1%		$25,160		$25,663		$26,177		$26,700		$27,234		$27,779		$28,335		$28,901		$29,479		$30,069		$30,670		$31,284		$31,909		$32,548		$33,198		$33,862		$34,540		$35,230		$35,935		$36,654		$37,387		$38,135		$38,897		$39,675		$40,469		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$25,160		$25,663		$26,177		$26,700		$27,234		$27,779		$28,335		$28,901		$29,479		$30,069		$30,670		$31,284		$31,909		$32,548		$33,198		$33,862		$34,540		$35,230		$35,935		$36,654		$37,387		$38,135		$38,897		$39,675		$40,469		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Bird Cleaning		Preventive		Cleaning/Veg		Module cleaning  and vegetation management 		0		0		0		N/A		acres		Cleaner		14.7354807692		0.50		1.00		interval		1		4.00		$120		$58.94		$120.00		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Snow Removal		Preventive		Cleaning/Veg		Module cleaning  and vegetation management 		0		0		0		N/A		acres		Mower/Trimmer		29.2984615385		0.50		1.00		interval		1		2.00		$100		$58.60		$100.00		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Pollen Cleaning		Preventive		Cleaning/Veg		Module cleaning  and vegetation management 		0		0		0		N/A		acres		Cleaner		14.7354807692		1.00		1.00		interval		1		4.00		$120		$58.94		$120.00		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Dust Removal		Preventive		Cleaning/Veg		Module cleaning  and vegetation management 		0		0		0		N/A		acres		Cleaner		14.7354807692		1.00		1.00		interval		1		4.00		$120		$58.94		$120.00		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Check proper position of DC disconnect switches.		Preventive		DC Wiring		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A				Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		interval		313		0.08		$0		$829.32		$0.00		$829.32						$1,084		$18,309		0.3%		$846		$863		$880		$898		$916		$934		$953		$972		$991		$1,011		$1,031		$1,052		$1,073		$1,094		$1,116		$1,138		$1,161		$1,184		$1,208		$1,232		$1,257		$1,282		$1,308		$1,334		$1,361		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$846		$863		$880		$898		$916		$934		$953		$972		$991		$1,011		$1,031		$1,052		$1,073		$1,094		$1,116		$1,138		$1,161		$1,184		$1,208		$1,232		$1,257		$1,282		$1,308		$1,334		$1,361		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Inspect cabling for signs of cracks, defects, pulling out of connections; overheating, arcing, short or open circuits, ground faults in wiring and condition of wire insulation and protective materials..		Preventive		DC Wiring		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		strings		Inspector		33.12		5.00		1.00		interval		4684		0.05		$0		$7,756.44		$0.00		$7,756.44						$2,108		$33,582		0.5%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$8,564		$0		$0		$0		$0		$9,455		$0		$0		$0		$0		$10,439		$0		$0		$0		$0		$11,526		$0		$0		$0		$0		$12,725		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$8,564		$0		$0		$0		$0		$9,455		$0		$0		$0		$0		$10,439		$0		$0		$0		$0		$11,526		$0		$0		$0		$0		$12,725		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Look for any signs of intrusion by pests such as insects and rodents.  Remove any nests from electrical boxes (junction boxes, pull boxes, combiner boxes) or around the array.  Use safe sanitation practices because pests may carry disease.  		Preventive		DC Wiring		Module cleaning  and vegetation management 		1		0		0		N/A				Pest control		20.1294230769		1.00		1.00		interval		636		0.15		$1		$1,920.35		$636.00		$2,556.35						$3,341		$56,435		0.8%		$2,607		$2,660		$2,713		$2,767		$2,822		$2,879		$2,936		$2,995		$3,055		$3,116		$3,178		$3,242		$3,307		$3,373		$3,441		$3,509		$3,580		$3,651		$3,724		$3,799		$3,875		$3,952		$4,031		$4,112		$4,194		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$2,607		$2,660		$2,713		$2,767		$2,822		$2,879		$2,936		$2,995		$3,055		$3,116		$3,178		$3,242		$3,307		$3,373		$3,441		$3,509		$3,580		$3,651		$3,724		$3,799		$3,875		$3,952		$4,031		$4,112		$4,194		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Open each combiner box and check that no fuses have blown and that all electrical connections are tight.  Use an infrared camera for identifying loose connections because they are warmer than good connections when passing current.		Preventive		DC Wiring		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		Combiner Box		Journeyman electrician		19.9038461538		1.00		1.00		interval		313		0.15		$0		$934.49		$0.00		$934.49						$1,221		$20,630		0.3%		$953		$972		$992		$1,012		$1,032		$1,052		$1,073		$1,095		$1,117		$1,139		$1,162		$1,185		$1,209		$1,233		$1,258		$1,283		$1,309		$1,335		$1,361		$1,389		$1,416		$1,445		$1,474		$1,503		$1,533		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$953		$972		$992		$1,012		$1,032		$1,052		$1,073		$1,095		$1,117		$1,139		$1,162		$1,185		$1,209		$1,233		$1,258		$1,283		$1,309		$1,335		$1,361		$1,389		$1,416		$1,445		$1,474		$1,503		$1,533		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Re-torque all electrical connections in combiner box.		Preventive		DC Wiring		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		Combiner Box		Journeyman electrician		19.9038461538		1.00		1.00		interval		313		0.25		$0		$1,557.48		$0.00		$1,557.48						$2,035		$34,384		0.5%		$1,589		$1,620		$1,653		$1,686		$1,720		$1,754		$1,789		$1,825		$1,861		$1,899		$1,937		$1,975		$2,015		$2,055		$2,096		$2,138		$2,181		$2,224		$2,269		$2,314		$2,361		$2,408		$2,456		$2,505		$2,555		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,589		$1,620		$1,653		$1,686		$1,720		$1,754		$1,789		$1,825		$1,861		$1,899		$1,937		$1,975		$2,015		$2,055		$2,096		$2,138		$2,181		$2,224		$2,269		$2,314		$2,361		$2,408		$2,456		$2,505		$2,555		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Test system grounding with "megger"		Preventive		DC Wiring		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		strings		Master electrician		32.0120192308		5.00		1.00		interval		1		0.25		$0		$8.00		$0.00		$8.00						$2		$35		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$9		$0		$0		$0		$0		$10		$0		$0		$0		$0		$11		$0		$0		$0		$0		$12		$0		$0		$0		$0		$13		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$9		$0		$0		$0		$0		$10		$0		$0		$0		$0		$11		$0		$0		$0		$0		$12		$0		$0		$0		$0		$13		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Inverter inspection		Preventive		Electrical		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		Inverter		Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		interval		10		0.50		$0		$165.60		$0.00		$165.60						$216		$3,656		0.1%		$169		$172		$176		$179		$183		$186		$190		$194		$198		$202		$206		$210		$214		$219		$223		$227		$232		$237		$241		$246		$251		$256		$261		$266		$272		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$169		$172		$176		$179		$183		$186		$190		$194		$198		$202		$206		$210		$214		$219		$223		$227		$232		$237		$241		$246		$251		$256		$261		$266		$272		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Electrical labor mobilization		Preventive		Electrical		Component parts replacement 		1		1		1		EPC		Site		Master electrician		32.0120192308		1.00		1.00		interval		1		1.00		$0		$32.01		$0.00		$32.01						$41		$675		0.0%		$0		$33		$34		$35		$35		$36		$37		$38		$38		$39		$40		$41		$41		$42		$43		$44		$45		$46		$47		$48		$49		$49		$50		$51		$53		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$33		$34		$35		$35		$36		$37		$38		$38		$39		$40		$41		$41		$42		$43		$44		$45		$46		$47		$48		$49		$49		$50		$51		$53		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		DC circuit test & combiner box inspection		Preventive		Electrical		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		Combiner Box		PV module/array Specialist		33.1730769231		1.00		1.00		interval		313		0.08		$0		$865.26		$0.00		$865.26						$1,131		$19,102		0.3%		$883		$900		$918		$937		$955		$974		$994		$1,014		$1,034		$1,055		$1,076		$1,097		$1,119		$1,142		$1,165		$1,188		$1,212		$1,236		$1,261		$1,286		$1,311		$1,338		$1,364		$1,392		$1,420		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$883		$900		$918		$937		$955		$974		$994		$1,014		$1,034		$1,055		$1,076		$1,097		$1,119		$1,142		$1,165		$1,188		$1,212		$1,236		$1,261		$1,286		$1,311		$1,338		$1,364		$1,392		$1,420		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		PV module electrical connection check		Preventive		Electrical		System inspection and monitoring 		0		0		0		N/A		PV Module		PV module/array Specialist		33.1730769231		5.00		1.00		Interval		65574		0.00		$0		$9,063.68		$0.00		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Check grounding hardware		Preventive		Electrical		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		Structure		Master electrician		32.0120192308		1.00		1.00		interval		1		0.00		$0		$0.02		$0.00		$0.02						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Install software updates, inverter and other		Preventive		Electrical		Component parts replacement 		1		1		1		EPC		NCU		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		5.00		1.00		interval		10		0.50		$0		$165.87		$0.00		$165.87						$45		$718		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$183		$0		$0		$0		$0		$202		$0		$0		$0		$0		$223		$0		$0		$0		$0		$246		$0		$0		$0		$0		$272		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$183		$0		$0		$0		$0		$202		$0		$0		$0		$0		$223		$0		$0		$0		$0		$246		$0		$0		$0		$0		$272		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Check central SCADA/network manager		Preventive		Electrical		Operations administration		1		0		0		N/A		NCU		Network/IT		45.885		1.00		1.00		interval		1		0.25		$0		$11.47		$0.00		$11.47						$15		$253		0.0%		$12		$12		$12		$12		$13		$13		$13		$13		$14		$14		$14		$15		$15		$15		$15		$16		$16		$16		$17		$17		$17		$18		$18		$18		$19		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$12		$12		$12		$12		$13		$13		$13		$13		$14		$14		$14		$15		$15		$15		$15		$16		$16		$16		$17		$17		$17		$18		$18		$18		$19		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		AC disconnect box inspection		Preventive		Electrical		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		Disconnect Box		Inspector		33.12		5.00		1.00		interval		1		0.25		$0		$8.28		$0.00		$8.28						$2		$36		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$9		$0		$0		$0		$0		$10		$0		$0		$0		$0		$11		$0		$0		$0		$0		$12		$0		$0		$0		$0		$14		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$9		$0		$0		$0		$0		$10		$0		$0		$0		$0		$11		$0		$0		$0		$0		$12		$0		$0		$0		$0		$14		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Calibrate or replace weather sensors & meters		Preventive		Electrical		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		Weather Station		Network/IT		45.885		5.00		1.00		interval		1		0.50		$500		$22.94		$500.00		$522.94						$142		$2,264		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$577		$0		$0		$0		$0		$637		$0		$0		$0		$0		$704		$0		$0		$0		$0		$777		$0		$0		$0		$0		$858		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$577		$0		$0		$0		$0		$637		$0		$0		$0		$0		$704		$0		$0		$0		$0		$777		$0		$0		$0		$0		$858		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Transformer/switchgear inspection		Preventive		Electrical		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		Transformer		Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		interval		10		2.00		$0		$662.40		$0.00		$662.40						$866		$14,624		0.2%		$676		$689		$703		$717		$731		$746		$761		$776		$792		$807		$824		$840		$857		$874		$892		$909		$928		$946		$965		$984		$1,004		$1,024		$1,045		$1,065		$1,087		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$676		$689		$703		$717		$731		$746		$761		$776		$792		$807		$824		$840		$857		$874		$892		$909		$928		$946		$965		$984		$1,004		$1,024		$1,045		$1,065		$1,087		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Clean (vacuum) dust from heat rejection fins		Preventive		Inverter		Component parts replacement 		1		0		0		N/A		inverter		Cleaner		14.7354807692		1.00		1.00		interval		10		0.10		$0		$14.74		$0.00		$14.74						$19		$325		0.0%		$15		$15		$16		$16		$16		$17		$17		$17		$18		$18		$18		$19		$19		$19		$20		$20		$21		$21		$21		$22		$22		$23		$23		$24		$24		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$15		$15		$16		$16		$16		$17		$17		$17		$18		$18		$18		$19		$19		$19		$20		$20		$21		$21		$21		$22		$22		$23		$23		$24		$24		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Performance test: measure incident light while observing temp and energy output.  Calculate PV module efficiency as a function of temp and calculate BOS efficiency.  Compare readings with diagnostic benchmark (original efficiency of system).		Preventive		Inverter		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0				N/A				Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		interval		1		1.00		$0		$33.12		$0.00		$33.12						$43		$731		0.0%		$34		$34		$35		$36		$37		$37		$38		$39		$40		$40		$41		$42		$43		$44		$45		$45		$46		$47		$48		$49		$50		$51		$52		$53		$54		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$34		$34		$35		$36		$37		$37		$38		$39		$40		$40		$41		$42		$43		$44		$45		$45		$46		$47		$48		$49		$50		$51		$52		$53		$54		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace any air filters on air-cooled equipment such as inverter.  		Preventive		Inverter		Component parts replacement 		1		0		0		N/A		inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		1.00		1.00		interval		10		0.25		$25		$82.93		$250.00		$332.93						$435		$7,350		0.1%		$340		$346		$353		$360		$368		$375		$382		$390		$398		$406		$414		$422		$431		$439		$448		$457		$466		$476		$485		$495		$505		$515		$525		$536		$546		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$340		$346		$353		$360		$368		$375		$382		$390		$398		$406		$414		$422		$431		$439		$448		$457		$466		$476		$485		$495		$505		$515		$525		$536		$546		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Replace transient voltage surge suppression devices		Preventive		Inverter		Component parts replacement 		1		0		0		Inverter				Master electrician		32.0120192308		5.00		1.00		interval		10		0.50		$105		$160.06		$1,050.00		$1,210.06						$329		$5,239		0.1%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,336		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,475		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,629		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,798		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,985		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,336		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,475		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,629		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,798		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,985		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Test overvoltage surge suppressors in inverter		Preventive		Inverter		Inverter replacement 		0		0		0		Inverter		inverter		Inverter specialist		33.1730769231		5.00		1.00		interval		10		0.10		$0		$33.17		$0.00		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		PV module torque check & visual inspection		Preventive		Mechanical		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		Rail/ Fastener		PV module/array Specialist		33.1730769231		5.00		1.00		interval		67872		0.01		$0		$18,762.69		$0.00		$18,762.69						$5,100		$81,235		1.2%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$20,716		$0		$0		$0		$0		$22,872		$0		$0		$0		$0		$25,252		$0		$0		$0		$0		$27,880		$0		$0		$0		$0		$30,782		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$20,716		$0		$0		$0		$0		$22,872		$0		$0		$0		$0		$25,252		$0		$0		$0		$0		$27,880		$0		$0		$0		$0		$30,782		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Racking torque check & inspection		Preventive		Mechanical		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		Structure		Inspector		33.12		5.00		1.00		interval		3360		0.01		$0		$927.36		$0.00		$927.36						$252		$4,015		0.1%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,024		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,130		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,248		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,378		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,521		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,024		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,130		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,248		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,378		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,521		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Corrosion inspection		Preventive		Mechanical		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		connection		Inspector		33.12		5.00		1.00		interval		3360		0.10		$0		$11,128.32		$0.00		$11,128.32						$3,025		$48,181		0.7%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$12,287		$0		$0		$0		$0		$13,565		$0		$0		$0		$0		$14,977		$0		$0		$0		$0		$16,536		$0		$0		$0		$0		$18,257		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$12,287		$0		$0		$0		$0		$13,565		$0		$0		$0		$0		$14,977		$0		$0		$0		$0		$16,536		$0		$0		$0		$0		$18,257		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Galvanazation inspection		Preventive		Mechanical		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		connection		Inspector		33.12		5.00		1.00		interval		3360		0.10		$0		$11,128.32		$0.00		$11,128.32						$3,025		$48,181		0.7%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$12,287		$0		$0		$0		$0		$13,565		$0		$0		$0		$0		$14,977		$0		$0		$0		$0		$16,536		$0		$0		$0		$0		$18,257		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$12,287		$0		$0		$0		$0		$13,565		$0		$0		$0		$0		$14,977		$0		$0		$0		$0		$16,536		$0		$0		$0		$0		$18,257		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Mechanical labor mobilization		Preventive		Mechanical		Component parts replacement 		1		0		0		EPC		Site		Mechanic		29.2984615385		1.00		1.00		interval		1		0.00		$0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Torque inspection		Preventive		Mechanical		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		block		Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		interval		21		0.10		$0		$69.55		$0.00		$69.55						$91		$1,535		0.0%		$71		$72		$74		$75		$77		$78		$80		$81		$83		$85		$86		$88		$90		$92		$94		$95		$97		$99		$101		$103		$105		$108		$110		$112		$114		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$71		$72		$74		$75		$77		$78		$80		$81		$83		$85		$86		$88		$90		$92		$94		$95		$97		$99		$101		$103		$105		$108		$110		$112		$114		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Spot-check monitoring instruments (pyranometer, etc) with hand-held instruments to ensure that they are operational and within specifications.		Preventive		Monitoring		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A				Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		interval		1		1.00		$0		$33.12		$0.00		$33.12						$43		$731		0.0%		$34		$34		$35		$36		$37		$37		$38		$39		$40		$40		$41		$42		$43		$44		$45		$45		$46		$47		$48		$49		$50		$51		$52		$53		$54		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$34		$34		$35		$36		$37		$37		$38		$39		$40		$40		$41		$42		$43		$44		$45		$45		$46		$47		$48		$49		$50		$51		$52		$53		$54		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Contractor available by email and phone 24x7x365		Preventive		PV Array		Operations administration		1		0		0		N/A				Administrator		22.9955769231		1.00		1.00		interval		1		1.00		$0		$23.00		$0.00		$23.00						$30		$508		0.0%		$23		$24		$24		$25		$25		$26		$26		$27		$27		$28		$29		$29		$30		$30		$31		$32		$32		$33		$34		$34		$35		$36		$36		$37		$38		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$23		$24		$24		$25		$25		$26		$26		$27		$27		$28		$29		$29		$30		$30		$31		$32		$32		$33		$34		$34		$35		$36		$36		$37		$38		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Test open circuit voltage or IV curve of series strings of modules		Preventive		PV Array		System inspection and monitoring 		0		0		0		N/A		strings		PV module/array Specialist		33.1730769231		5.00		1.00		interval		4684		0.15		$0		$23,306.61		$0.00		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Inspect ballasted, non-penetrating mounting system for abnormal movement		Preventive		PV Array		System inspection and monitoring 		0		0		0		N/A		rows		Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		interval		0		0.08		$0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Remove bird nests from array and rack area.		Preventive		PV Array		Component parts replacement 		0		0		0		N/A		Acres		Pest control		20.1294230769		1.00		1.00		interval		105		4.00		$0		$8,473.68		$0.00		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Walk through each row of the PV array and check the PV modules for any damage.  Report any damage to rack and damaged modules for warranty replacement.  Note location and serial number of questionable modules.		Preventive		PV Array		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		Acres		Inspector		33.12		2.00		1.00		interval		105		0.50		$0		$1,742.77		$0.00		$1,742.77						$1,092		$18,464		0.3%		$0		$1,813		$0		$1,886		$0		$1,963		$0		$2,042		$0		$2,124		$0		$2,210		$0		$2,300		$0		$2,392		$0		$2,489		$0		$2,590		$0		$2,694		$0		$2,803		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$1,813		$0		$1,886		$0		$1,963		$0		$2,042		$0		$2,124		$0		$2,210		$0		$2,300		$0		$2,392		$0		$2,489		$0		$2,590		$0		$2,694		$0		$2,803		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Aerial Inspection		Preventive		PV Array		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		MW		Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		Interval		20.000		0.00		$900.00		$0.00		$18,000.00		$18,000.00						$23,523		$397,379		5.9%		$18,360		$18,727		$19,102		$19,484		$19,873		$20,271		$20,676		$21,090		$21,512		$21,942		$22,381		$22,828		$23,285		$23,751		$24,226		$24,710		$25,204		$25,708		$26,223		$26,747		$27,282		$27,828		$28,384		$28,952		$29,531		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$18,360		$18,727		$19,102		$19,484		$19,873		$20,271		$20,676		$21,090		$21,512		$21,942		$22,381		$22,828		$23,285		$23,751		$24,226		$24,710		$25,204		$25,708		$26,223		$26,747		$27,282		$27,828		$28,384		$28,952		$29,531		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Use infrared camera to inspect for hot spots; bypass diode failure		Preventive		PV Module		System inspection and monitoring 		0		0		0		N/A		strings		Inspector		33.12		5.00		1.00		interval		4684		0.15		$0		$23,269.32		$0.00		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Test modules showing corrosion of ribbons to junction box		Preventive		PV Module		Module replacement 		0		0		0		N/A		modules		Journeyman electrician		19.9038461538		25.00		3.00		Weibull		65574		0.08		$0		$104,413.98		$0.00		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Test output of modules that exhibit cracked glass, bubble formation oxidation of busbars, discoloration of busbars, or PV module hot spots (bypass diode failure)		Preventive		PV Module		Module replacement 		0		0		0		N/A		modules		Journeyman electrician		19.9038461538		25.00		3.00		Weibull		65574		0.08		$0		$104,413.98		$0.00		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Roof inspection		Preventive		Roof		System inspection and monitoring 		0		0		0		N/A		m2		Roofing		22.7036538462		2.00		1.00		Interval		0		0.01		$0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Remove leaves and debris from rack		Preventive		Roof		Module cleaning  and vegetation management 		0		0		0		N/A		m2		Roofing		22.7036538462		1.00		1.00		Interval		0		0.01		$0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Check Electrical connections & enclosure for tracking motor/controller		Preventive		Tracker		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		Controller		Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		interval		16		0.08		$0		$44.16		$0.00		$44.16						$58		$975		0.0%		$45		$46		$47		$48		$49		$50		$51		$52		$53		$54		$55		$56		$57		$58		$59		$61		$62		$63		$64		$66		$67		$68		$70		$71		$72		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$45		$46		$47		$48		$49		$50		$51		$52		$53		$54		$55		$56		$57		$58		$59		$61		$62		$63		$64		$66		$67		$68		$70		$71		$72		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Check Electrical connections (motor)		Preventive		Tracker		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		Motor		Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		interval		21		0.08		$0		$57.96		$0.00		$57.96						$76		$1,280		0.0%		$59		$60		$62		$63		$64		$65		$67		$68		$69		$71		$72		$74		$75		$76		$78		$80		$81		$83		$84		$86		$88		$90		$91		$93		$95		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$59		$60		$62		$63		$64		$65		$67		$68		$69		$71		$72		$74		$75		$76		$78		$80		$81		$83		$84		$86		$88		$90		$91		$93		$95		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Check Grounding Braids  for wear		Preventive		Tracker		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		Structure		Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		interval		672		0.00		$0		$89.03		$0.00		$89.03						$116		$1,965		0.0%		$91		$93		$94		$96		$98		$100		$102		$104		$106		$109		$111		$113		$115		$117		$120		$122		$125		$127		$130		$132		$135		$138		$140		$143		$146		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$91		$93		$94		$96		$98		$100		$102		$104		$106		$109		$111		$113		$115		$117		$120		$122		$125		$127		$130		$132		$135		$138		$140		$143		$146		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Anemometer inspection		Preventive		Tracker		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A				Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		interval		1		0.10		$0		$3.31		$0.00		$3.31						$4		$73		0.0%		$3		$3		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$3		$3		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Driveshaft torque check & visual inspection		Preventive		Tracker		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		Driveshaft		Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		interval		630		0.01		$0		$173.88		$0.00		$173.88						$227		$3,839		0.1%		$177		$181		$185		$188		$192		$196		$200		$204		$208		$212		$216		$221		$225		$229		$234		$239		$243		$248		$253		$258		$264		$269		$274		$280		$285		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$177		$181		$185		$188		$192		$196		$200		$204		$208		$212		$216		$221		$225		$229		$234		$239		$243		$248		$253		$258		$264		$269		$274		$280		$285		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Gearbox lubrication		Preventive		Tracker		Component parts replacement 		1		0		0		N/A		block		Mechanic		29.2984615385		0.50		1.00		interval		21		0.25		$0		$153.82		$0.00		$153.82						$402		$6,792		0.1%		$314		$320		$326		$333		$340		$346		$353		$360		$368		$375		$383		$390		$398		$406		$414		$422		$431		$439		$448		$457		$466		$476		$485		$495		$505		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$314		$320		$326		$333		$340		$346		$353		$360		$368		$375		$383		$390		$398		$406		$414		$422		$431		$439		$448		$457		$466		$476		$485		$495		$505		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Inclinometer inspection		Preventive		Tracker		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A				Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		interval		1		0.10		$0		$3.31		$0.00		$3.31						$4		$73		0.0%		$3		$3		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$3		$3		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$4		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$5		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Limit switch inspection		Preventive		Tracker		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		block		Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		interval		21		0.10		$0		$69.55		$0.00		$69.55						$91		$1,535		0.0%		$71		$72		$74		$75		$77		$78		$80		$81		$83		$85		$86		$88		$90		$92		$94		$95		$97		$99		$101		$103		$105		$108		$110		$112		$114		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$71		$72		$74		$75		$77		$78		$80		$81		$83		$85		$86		$88		$90		$92		$94		$95		$97		$99		$101		$103		$105		$108		$110		$112		$114		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Module table inpsection		Preventive		Tracker		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		connection		Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		interval		3360		0.10		$0		$11,128.32		$0.00		$11,128.32						$14,543		$245,676		3.6%		$11,351		$11,578		$11,809		$12,046		$12,287		$12,532		$12,783		$13,039		$13,299		$13,565		$13,837		$14,113		$14,396		$14,684		$14,977		$15,277		$15,582		$15,894		$16,212		$16,536		$16,867		$17,204		$17,548		$17,899		$18,257		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$11,351		$11,578		$11,809		$12,046		$12,287		$12,532		$12,783		$13,039		$13,299		$13,565		$13,837		$14,113		$14,396		$14,684		$14,977		$15,277		$15,582		$15,894		$16,212		$16,536		$16,867		$17,204		$17,548		$17,899		$18,257		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Screw jack greasing		Preventive		Tracker		Component parts replacement 		1		0		0		N/A		block		Mechanic		29.2984615385		0.50		1.00		interval		21		0.25		$0		$153.82		$0.00		$153.82						$402		$6,792		0.1%		$314		$320		$326		$333		$340		$346		$353		$360		$368		$375		$383		$390		$398		$406		$414		$422		$431		$439		$448		$457		$466		$476		$485		$495		$505		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$314		$320		$326		$333		$340		$346		$353		$360		$368		$375		$383		$390		$398		$406		$414		$422		$431		$439		$448		$457		$466		$476		$485		$495		$505		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Screw jack inspection		Preventive		Tracker		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		block		Inspector		33.12		0.50		1.00		interval		21		0.10		$0		$69.55		$0.00		$69.55						$182		$3,071		0.0%		$142		$145		$148		$151		$154		$157		$160		$163		$166		$170		$173		$176		$180		$184		$187		$191		$195		$199		$203		$207		$211		$215		$219		$224		$228		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$142		$145		$148		$151		$154		$157		$160		$163		$166		$170		$173		$176		$180		$184		$187		$191		$195		$199		$203		$207		$211		$215		$219		$224		$228		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Slew gear lubrication		Preventive		Tracker		Component parts replacement 		1		0		0		N/A		Slew Gear		Mechanic		29.2984615385		3.00		1.00		interval		21		0.25		$1		$153.82		$21.00		$174.82						$74		$1,229		0.0%		$0		$0		$186		$0		$0		$197		$0		$0		$209		$0		$0		$222		$0		$0		$235		$0		$0		$250		$0		$0		$265		$0		$0		$281		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$186		$0		$0		$197		$0		$0		$209		$0		$0		$222		$0		$0		$235		$0		$0		$250		$0		$0		$265		$0		$0		$281		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Slew gear torque check & wear inspection		Preventive		Tracker		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A		Slew Gear		Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		interval		336		0.02		$0		$185.47		$0.00		$185.47						$242		$4,095		0.1%		$189		$193		$197		$201		$205		$209		$213		$217		$222		$226		$231		$235		$240		$245		$250		$255		$260		$265		$270		$276		$281		$287		$292		$298		$304		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$189		$193		$197		$201		$205		$209		$213		$217		$222		$226		$231		$235		$240		$245		$250		$255		$260		$265		$270		$276		$281		$287		$292		$298		$304		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Tracking Controller inspection		Preventive		Tracker		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A				Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		interval		21		0.10		$0		$69.55		$0.00		$69.55						$91		$1,535		0.0%		$71		$72		$74		$75		$77		$78		$80		$81		$83		$85		$86		$88		$90		$92		$94		$95		$97		$99		$101		$103		$105		$108		$110		$112		$114		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$71		$72		$74		$75		$77		$78		$80		$81		$83		$85		$86		$88		$90		$92		$94		$95		$97		$99		$101		$103		$105		$108		$110		$112		$114		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Universal joint greasing (zirc fitting)		Preventive		Tracker		Component parts replacement 		0		0		0		N/A		Driveshaft		Mechanic		29.2984615385		0.50		1.00		interval		0		0.17		$1		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Universal joint inspection		Preventive		Tracker		System inspection and monitoring 		0		0		0		N/A		Driveshaft		Inspector		33.12		1.00		1.00		interval		0		0.01		$0		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Lubricate tracker mounting bearings/gimbals		Preventive		Tracker		Component parts replacement 		0		0		0		N/A				Mechanic		29.2984615385		1.00		1.00		interval		0		0.15		$1		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00						$0		$0		0.0%		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		Inspect transformer meter, oil and tempertaure gauges		Preventive		Transformer		System inspection and monitoring 		1		0		0		N/A				Master electrician		32.0120192308		1.00		1.00		interval		10		0.25		$0		$80.03		$0.00		$80.03						$105		$1,767		0.0%		$82		$83		$85		$87		$88		$90		$92		$94		$96		$98		$100		$101		$104		$106		$108		$110		$112		$114		$117		$119		$121		$124		$126		$129		$131		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$82		$83		$85		$87		$88		$90		$92		$94		$96		$98		$100		$101		$104		$106		$108		$110		$112		$114		$117		$119		$121		$124		$126		$129		$131		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0		$0

		ANNUAL TOTAL																																												431459.973163169		6746092.29764816		1		158252.816996351		165196.269087964		166775.3446705		174304.186599805		235074.103713112		185636.348229879		188646.528932204		198705.534537518		203069.128620968		281805.971018939		388049.694720604		421789.424024731		447706.743279192		479617.255190603		574824.269081256		528629.396222249		543792.022081422		562389.982643749		567760.094755329		667362.243508086		698761.972683303		711147.711336729		712172.955445387		719835.701691394		805193.630007942		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		158753.407803554		166011.368856996		167521.286590337		174980.587983		235681.234309563		186175.140355415		189118.573613394		199134.576531296		203549.030644239		282379.498281417		747339.104119176		903261.993185575		1047561.7633567		1186727.11044387		1374423.38858937		1404133.31415258		1473210.62654148		1523783.13799302		1534249.86436309		1609474.88399482		1641946.56916569		1576615.368095		1471804.92607664		1354773.59617777		1308401.14724688		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		ANNUAL PRODUCTION																																																		27820800		27642746.88		27465833.299968		27290051.9668482		27115395.6342604		26941857.1022011		26769429.216747		26598104.8697599		26427876.9985934		26258738.5858024		26090682.6588533		25923702.2898366		25757790.5951816		25592940.7353725		25429145.9146661		25266399.3808122		25104694.424775		24944024.3804565		24784382.6244216		24625762.5756253		24468157.6951413		24311561.4858924		24155967.4923826		24001369.3004314		23847760.5369086		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		27820800		27642746.88		27465833.299968		27290051.9668482		27115395.6342604		26941857.1022011		26769429.216747		26598104.8697599		26427876.9985934		26258738.5858024		26090682.6588533		25923702.2898366		25757790.5951816		25592940.7353725		25429145.9146661		25266399.3808122		25104694.424775		24944024.3804565		24784382.6244216		24625762.5756253		24468157.6951413		24311561.4858924		24155967.4923826		24001369.3004314		23847760.5369086		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Annual Average $/kWh/year																																																		0.0056882914		0.0059761163		0.0060721021		0.0063870962		0.008669396		0.0068902581		0.0070470882		0.0074706651		0.0076838987		0.0107318929		0.0148731139		0.0162704161		0.0173814109		0.0187402167		0.0226049381		0.0209222291		0.0216609696		0.0225460805		0.0229079781		0.0271001656		0.0285580133		0.0292514206		0.0294822783		0.0299914431		0.0337639096		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0.0057062848		0.0060056032		0.006099261		0.0064118818		0.0086917867		0.0069102564		0.0070647219		0.0074867957		0.0077020576		0.0107537343		0.0286439076		0.0348430939		0.0406697057		0.0463693142		0.0540491369		0.0555731465		0.0586826751		0.0610881033		0.0619038968		0.0653573622		0.0671054433		0.0648504362		0.0609292477		0.0564456794		0.0548647386		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																																																$6,746,092.30				1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25

																																																		Module cleaning  and vegetation management 		$64,716		$66,010		$67,331		$68,677		$70,051		$71,452		$72,881		$74,338		$75,825		$77,342		$78,888		$80,466		$82,076		$83,717		$85,391		$87,099		$88,841		$90,618		$92,430		$94,279		$96,165		$98,088		$100,050		$102,051		$104,092

																																																		System inspection and monitoring 		$37,871		$40,442		$39,401		$42,076		$96,465		$43,776		$42,649		$45,544		$44,372		$108,629		$46,165		$49,298		$48,030		$51,290		$117,590		$53,362		$51,989		$55,518		$54,089		$132,418		$56,275		$60,094		$58,548		$62,522		$143,341

																																																		Component parts replacement 		$1,113		$2,214		$2,444		$3,931		$6,083		$7,076		$8,115		$11,117		$13,179		$18,322		$19,058		$23,532		$26,204		$30,915		$36,215		$39,096		$42,387		$47,656		$50,541		$57,411		$63,002		$67,224		$69,403		$73,441		$76,744

																																																		Module replacement 		$76		$360		$711		$1,183		$1,783		$2,514		$3,382		$4,388		$5,533		$6,816		$8,234		$9,781		$11,447		$13,222		$15,091		$17,036		$19,037		$21,071		$23,114		$25,140		$148,924		$163,805		$179,276		$195,312		$211,888

																																																		Inverter replacement 		$229		$712		$370		$737		$1,858		$784		$434		$851		$495		$5,666		$169,460		$191,081		$211,021		$230,100		$248,778		$258,812		$266,910		$271,338		$269,936		$278,803		$253,607		$239,461		$220,843		$200,704		$181,640

																																																		Operations administration		$54,248		$55,458		$56,519		$57,700		$58,835		$60,036		$61,186		$62,467		$63,665		$65,031		$66,244		$67,632		$68,929		$70,373		$71,759		$73,224		$74,628		$76,189		$77,649		$79,312		$80,789		$82,476		$84,052		$85,806		$87,489

																																																				$158,253		$165,196		$166,775		$174,304		$235,074		$185,636		$188,647		$198,706		$203,069		$281,806		$388,050		$421,789		$447,707		$479,617		$574,824		$528,629		$543,792		$562,390		$567,760		$667,362		$698,762		$711,148		$712,173		$719,836		$805,194



Module cleaning  and vegetation management 	System inspection and monitoring 	Component parts replacement 	Module replacement 	Inverter replacement 	Operations administration	Year

Annual Cost ($)





Labor Rates

		Service Category				Overhead Mulitpier		Rate ($/hour)		Labor Multiplier (fully loaded)		Loaded Rate ($/hour)		Scope of Work		Salary (2080 hrs/year)		Qualifications

		Administrator		$23.00		1.38		$17		1.38		$23.00		Record-keeping, service confirmation, correspondence		$47,831		Excellent interpersonal and communication skills (written and verbal). Diligent record keeping. 2 to 5 years of experience. Excellent MS Office and computer skills. Management of contractors and quality.

		Cleaner		$14.74		1.38		$11		1.38		$14.74		Cleaning PV Arrays		$30,650		10 OSHA Card; Required level of bonding and insurance; drivers license and reliable transportation; minimum 18 years old.

		Designer		$58.33		1.38		$42		1.38		$58.33		Specifications, drawings, modeling and analysis, codes and standards.		$121,330		B.S. in EE (4-year engineering degree); registered PE licensed to practice engineering in the jurisdiction; NABCEP PV Installer Certification; CAD (AutoCAD) and graphics skills; knowledge of IEEE, NEC, NESC, and other codes and standards for PV systems; required level of errors and omissions insurance.

		Inspector		$33.12		1.38		$24		1.38		$33.12		Diagnostic analysis; visual inspection, specific  testing, 		$68,890		Diagnostic analysis; NABCEP PV Installer Certification; 2 to 5 years of experience.

		Inverter specialist		$33.17		1.38		$24		1.38		$33.17		Inverter repair, upgrades		$69,000		 (estimated) Skills to perform maintenance, diagnostics and repair for inverter: factory trained and certified; 5+ years experience.

		Journeyman electrician		$19.90		1.38		$14		1.38		$19.90		Module replacement, Inverter replacement, fuse/breaker replacement, conduit routing, wiring, ground fault repair		$41,400		(estimated) 50 OSHA Card; training in arc-flash, lock-out/tag-out, and other special protective equipment and procedures; NABCEP PV Installer certification; experience in the design of medium voltage electrical systems. 5+ years experience with PV systems; color vision.

		Master electrician		$32.01		1.38		$23		1.38		$32.01		Module replacement, inverter replacement, fuse/breaker replacement, conduit routing, wiring, ground fault repair		$66,585		Electrical Contractor’s license for the jurisdictions; 50 OSHA Card; NABCEP PV Installer certification; experience in the design of medium voltage electrical systems. 5+ years experience with PV systems; color vision. Certification by the North American Energy Reliability Corporation (NERC) is necessary for positions that affect the power grid.

		Mechanic		$29.30		1.38		$21		1.38		$29.30		Maintenance and repair/replace of tracking mount components		$60,941		50 OSHA Card; 2 to 5 years of experience; required level of bonding and insurance.

		Network/IT		$45.89		1.38		$33		1.38		$45.89		Internet/network repair, monitoring equipment repair		$95,441		Knowledge of specific monitoring devices (training by system supplier) and how monitoring system is connected through network connections or wireless or cellular modem; knowledge of Modbus, DNP3 and other protocols, HMI operator interfaces; 2 to 5 years of experience. Locus, Enphase, Itron, etc. monitoring device knowledge. 

		Pest control		$20.13		1.38		$15		1.38		$20.13		Nesting vermin removal, Nesting vermin prevention		$41,869		10 OSHA Card; safety training in handling animals and detritus; required level of bonding and insurance; drivers license and reliable transportation; minimum 18 years old; most states require license for pesticide

		PV module/array Specialist		$33.17		1.38		$24		1.38		$33.17		Module repair		$69,000		 (estimated) Skills to operate, troubleshoot, maintain, and repair photovoltaic equipment: NABCEP PV Installer certification. 2 to 5 years of experience.

		Roofing		$22.70		1.38		$16		1.38		$22.70		Roof leak repair, roof tile repair, re-roof		$47,224		Roofing contractor’s license for the jurisdiction; 10 OSHA Card; safety training in fall protection equipment and use (or 50 OSHA Card); required level of bonding and insurance

		Structural engineer		$55.82		1.38		$40		1.38		$55.82		Foundations and rack inspection/design		$116,113		B.S. CE (4-year engineering degree); registered PE licensed to practice engineering in the jurisdiction.

		Mower/Trimmer		$15.75		1.38		$11		1.38		$15.75		Removal of vegetation		$32,761		50 OSHA Card; drivers license and reliable transportation; required level of insurance; minimum 18 years old; any required training or license for herbicide application.

		Utilities locator		$25.55		1.38		$19		1.38		$25.55		Locate underground utilities.		$53,144		2 to5 years of experience.



		Natinonal Bureau of Labor Statistics http://www.bls.gov/data/#wages





Lists



		Category		PV Component		PV Module Type		Degradation rate per year				Module Encapsulant		Mounting Location		PV Sector		Environmental Conditions		Failure Distributions				Inverter Types		Replacemet Cost ($//W)				Warranty Types		Years				Roofing Type		Repair Materials ($/m2)		Repair Labor (hours/m2)				Roof Slope				Rooftop Rack Type				Tracking				Inspection

		Administration		AC Wiring		Amorphous silicon:0.87%/year 		0.0087				Ethyl Vinyl Acetate (EVA)		Rooftop		All		Snow		Interval				String Inverter		$0.30				EPC		1				Thermoplastic Polyolefin (TPO)		$20.00		1.0				Flat or less than 1:12				Ballasted				Fixed Tilt				Arial

		Design		Asset Management		Mono-crystal silicon: 0.36%/year		0.0036				Polyvinyl Butyral (PVB)		Ground Mount		Residential (10 kW)		Humid		Weibull				Central Inverter		$0.19				Inverter		10				Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer (EPDM)		$20.00		1.0				Sloped, 4:12				Attached				1-axis Tracking				Roof Walk

		Preventive		Cleaning/Veg		Mulit-crystal Silicon:0.64%/year		0.0064				Silicone				Commercial (1000 kW)		Hot (reduce efficiency 2.67% for central, 0.18% for string inverter, Wang et al 2012)		Log normal				Microinverter		$0.51				Module (Product)		20				PolyVinyl Cloride (PVC)		$20.00		1.0				Steep, more than 7/12				Both ballasted and attached				2-axis Tracking				Ground Walk

		Corrective		DC Wiring		Cadmium telluride: 0.40%/year		0.004								Utility (1 MW)		Pollen												Monitoring		1				Built-up, Bituminous		$15.00		1.5

		Decommission		Documents		CIGS:0.96%/year		0.0096										High Wind												N/A		0				Styrene-Butadiene-Styrene (SBS)		$20.00		1.0

		Operations		Electrical		Concentrator		0.01										Hail																		Ashphalt Shingle		$15.00		1.0

				Inverter		Photovoltaic Degradation Rates — An Analytical Review Dirk C. Jordan and Sarah R. Kurtz; http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy12osti/51664.pdf												Salt Air																		Composite Shingle		$25.00		1.0

				Mechanical														Diesel Soot (reduce efficiency 1%/g, Wang et al 2012)																		Wood Shingle		$40.00		2.0

				Meter														Industrial Emissions (reduce efficiency 1%/g, Wang et al 2012)																		Slate		$50.00		1.0

				Monitoring														Bird Populations																		Metal Roof		$50.00		0.5

				PV Array														Construction Site Nearby (reduce efficiency 1%/g, Wang et al 2012)																		Tile		$50.00		1.0

				PV Module														Sand/Dust (reduce efficiency 1%/g, Wang et al 2012)																		http://welcome.homeadvisor.com/costguide_roofing and http://www.homeadvisor.com/cost/roofing/repair-a-roof/] [

				Roof														High Insolation (reduce availability 0.83%, Wang et al 2012) 

				Tracker

				Transformer





















Instructions

		RESEARCH PROTOTYPE—NOT FOR COMMERCIAL USE

		This model was developed as a collaboration between the SunSpec Alliance and The National Renewable Energy Laboratory



		PVOMcost Proforma; a proforma cost modelling tool for PV industry operations and finance practitioners designing and budgetting PV O&M plans







		Contents						Type		Description

		Inputs & Summary						User inputs		Primary input page with real-time model output. Select system type, enter basic system details, warranty switches for modelling service plans, etc.  here

		Commercial Rooftop Details						User inputs		[Optional] Modify detailed assumptions for Commercial Rooftop system type. Exercise caution when modifying default assumptions.

		Residential Rooftop Details						User inputs		[Optional] Modify detailed assumptions for Residential Rooftop system type. Exercise caution when modifying default assumptions.

		Ground-Mount Details						User inputs		[Optional] Modify detailed assumptions for Ground-Mount system type. Exercise caution when modifying default assumptions.

		Labor Rates						User inputs		[Optional] Modify labor rate assumptions for each trade

		Reports						Read-only		Additional model output summaries; read-only

		Cash Flow						Read-only		Detailed line item cash flow output; read-only

		Cleaning						Separate tool		Stand-alone modelling tool provided to help calculate optimal PV panel cleaning frequency. Not connected to model; must manully transfer result to appropriate details page



		Legend

		User input, hard-coded default value								Value

		User input, calculated default value								Value

		User input, drop down selection								Value

		Input not applicable (user can over ride)								Value

		Read-only output								Value



		Note: Model is for informational purposes only

		Please direct any comments for improvements or feedback to tjkeating@sunspec.org; This tool is provided in an open source format, please send improvements and derivative models to PVOMcostModel@sunspec.org

		LICENSE AGREEMENT

		THIS DOCUMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS. THE SUNSPEC ALLIANCE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, 

		EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE INFORMATION HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY OWNERSHIP 

		RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

		THIS DOCUMENT MAY BE USED, COPIED, AND FURNISHED TO OTHERS, WITHOUT RESTRICTIONS OF ANY KIND, PROVIDED THAT THIS DOCUMENT ITSELF MAY NOT 

		BE MODIFIED IN ANYWAY, EXCEPT AS NEEDED BY THE SUNSPEC TECHNICAL COMMITTEE AND AS GOVERNED BY THE SUNSPEC IPR POLICY.  

		THE COMPLETE POLICY OF THE SUNSPEC ALLIANCE CAN BE FOUND AT WWW.SUNSPEC.ORG.
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